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PUBLISHED BY THE STUDENTS OF ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
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Two Countries, two cities, side by side, joined by a bridge
. . . the Ambassador Bridge. Next to the bridge, in the Canadian
city of Windsor, there lies a university campus —— Assumption
University.
Within the buildings of that university, young men and wom-
en of all races, colours, and creeds undergo a vital part of the
process of growth. When these young people leave this campus,
they will have been prepared to be ambassadors to the world
. . .ambassadors giving freely of all their talents, discriminating
against no one, co-operating for a better world in which to live.
This is Assumption’s story . . . one of blending. one of inner
growth, one of learning from all things. As we live so do we
grow.
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Whoever gets that beanie is an honourory Senior for a day.
Whoops, Pardon my foot
f/Daupsaﬂus
Come September. . . new classes, old friends, familiar
teachers, new faces. A lively student body begins another
year of development and growth. The first weeks are
crowded weeks of adiustment —— crowded with activities
and classes, crowded with adiustments to courses, to
roommates, and to hundreds of new associates.
Whether participating in the Frosh Week activities —
the Fair, the Variety Show, or the Queen‘s election at the
Frosh hop — or whether working in classes, in the library,
or in one's room, each student is learning all the time.
There are moments of work, moments of pleasure, mom—
ents of leisure. Students learn how to take a little hazing
good-naturedly, how to receive unexpected honours grac-
iously, how to work with others, how to give, how to
take, how to become wise and active citizens.
Friendships are quickly formed and there follows an
exchange of ideas and customs that serves to broaden
the student's outlook as well as providing interesting fun.
It's quite an experience for the newer students and a wel-
comed experience for the older students.
Students from all over the world welcome a chance to get acquainted over a cup of coffee.
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The Trades' strike halted our building programme Girls from Holy Names' Hall had a chance to dis-
for two months. And students registered their pro- play their talents in the Frosh Variety show a few
test. weeks after school started.
 
Frosh Queen Madelyne Nardello receives her crown from Dorit
Kriss, last year's queen.
Along with all the thrill of extra curricular
events, the student body had the thrill of seeing
a large part of the building programme come to
fruition . . . or nearly so. The strike which held up
completion of the University Centre and the new
residence, not to mention the essential finishings
that had to go into Essex College, was no pop—
ular one. It provided a topic for discussion for
weeks in and out of classes. Finally, students or-
ganized and raised a protest through public
demonstrations. A short while later, the strike
was over and work was begun again before the
opening of the Centre December 1. Thank heav-
ens for that!   
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Before too long, the Fresh learned what
the inside of the library looked like. . .   
  
  
and how!
It doesn't take long for the whole student body to get
into the swing of normal routine. Before the first semester
is too far advanced professors make sure no one is
going to be idle. They outlined their courses in full, and
listed the first set of assignments and their dates to be
handed in. A mad rush to the library! The pressure was
on until Christmas.
Still, the process goes on. The pains, the trials, the
heartaches, the disappointments go hand in hand with
all the happiness, joys, and friendships. Old ideas are
discarded and new ones taken up, and perhaps they will
soon be replaced with other ideas. Everyone is changing.
Friends remark on it when the student goes home for a
holiday. . . Thanksgiving.
The days roll by and November comes on. Excitement
mounts again. The retiring Premier of Ontario will come
to open Essex College building right after Fall Convoca-
tion. Colour was the order of the day as everyone in his
cap and gown marched to the steps of the building to
see it opened.
Premier Frost opened the new Essex College building. Engineer
Gary Dunlop was there to give him a hand.
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Crisp autumn air and the thrill of a football game are essential elements of every fall sesemter at
Assumption. Teamwork makes for successful fun.
Athletic Directors at school were not twiddling
their thumbs all this while. Teams plunged into
Inter-University competition almost immediately
and as well, an extensive Intramural programme
was begun. Football was the highlight of the
local sports scene with rugged and close play the
order of the every game.
Co-operation in quiet study was one of the first values that every student learned. The study hall
As well, behind a tight schedule of school
work, clubs have received their budgets and em-
bark on a year full of various chances to see and
learn and do. Fall brings with it the first dram-
atic production of each year. Sadie Hawkins Day
is the highlight for the Women's Activity Coun-
cil. Canadian-American relations are discussed
by high officials visiting the campus. More
growth.
in the library was about as quiet as one could get it.
    
    
Three students rehearse for the Dramatic production.
 
Sharp Assumption cadets line
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the path to be taken by the
a Canadian Govenor-General up
, to the opening of the ne
w
T University Centre.
§
The Commerce Club Executive put their hea
ds together at their —
Students browse through the Treasure Va
n.
banquet.
 
   
One of the big winter attractions was the basket-Decorating for Christmas helps get the girls in the
ball game and dance on many of the week-ends.happy spirit of the holidays. Before long, every
one will be on his way home.
The year rolls on. Marks have to be in by December
15 and everyone rushes madly to get assignments in
and study at the same time. It is difficult when so many
activities crop up and now that each person feels more
at home in both his studies and his social life, it seems
that there is even more to do. The Christmas break is a
welcome one, neverless.
After the Christmas vacation, it's right back down to
work. Mid-terms!
The team made an excellent showing this year.
Homecoming weekend is the featured weekend in Jan-
uary. The new Centre will be opened for regular use.
And later on in the year, the Shakespearian Players are
supposed to come to the University. That means getting
down to work right away to have time for all the fun to
come.
This is a portion of the large crowd that attended the Homecoming basketball game and dance at
St. Denis Hall. The dance was iust as successful as the game in which the Lancers beat Queens
University by a large score and went over the 100 mark in points.
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After Christmas, the University Centre became a scheduled distraction for the
students. it was a
beautiful place to forget the hustle and bustle of classes and ass
ignments and to relax in every
sense of the word and in the most luxurious comfort.
Spring brings with it thoughts of fancy and love to Assumption
students. They fancied what would happen if they failed their
exams, and they loved all the activities in the school that seemed
to take on a new excellence within the new Centre. In all serious-
ness, the students begin to prepare for finals. Nevertheless, they
could find time to drop into the Centre. It sure was hard to leave
it and hit the books at times.
Spring also brings the annual retreat which does the double
service of preparing students for exams and for Easter.
As April rapidly passed by, all the students began to bear down
and concentrate
for the final examinations. For some, it was their final set o
f exams at this
University and they especially wanted nothing to go wrong for them.
 
As our school year came to a close, students paused
to recollect the greatest sacrifice in the history of
man and the mystery of Easter.
 
 Graduation day! Students are as proud as
punch of their achievement. Ended are months
of study and learning. But intermingled with the
sweat and tears of school work have been all
the experiences of extra-mural and social activ-
ities.
Now, as family and friends arrive to witness
the final formal acknowledgement of achieve-
ment for each student, all the diverse elements of
associations at Assumption blend into an integral
whole. Pride swells in every heart as the whole-
ness of education is completed. The whole day
is the most special day of a life-time.
The procession is beautiful in its solemnity.
The challenge is repeated to the graduating class
to make the world a better place to live in.
Undergraduates heartily congratulate the Seniors
and look hopefully forward to the day when they
too will mount the stage to receive a diploma.
They leave. . . Ambassadors to the world. . .
Good fortune to them.
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Paul Mitchell
Director of Inter
University Affairs
Bob Sperandio
Director of Social
Activities  
Rev. J. Murray, C.S.B.
Moderator
 
Trev Collier
Director of
Cultural Affairs
Roger Patillo
Presidential Aide   
 
Annette Noel
Director of Women's
Oscar Bourg Activities
Freshman Representative
0m 5. o4. C.
B. Sperandio, A. Noel, C. Moran, T. Collier, P. Marion, P. Mitchell, R. Patillo, O. Bourg, V. Pich,
Rev. J. Murray, C.S.B., B. Demers.
  
Bob Demers
Director of Finance
   
 Dear Fellow Students:
From a small college nestled in the shadow of the Ambassador Bridge, As-
sumption has expanded its facilities to become a member of the family of
Universities. These new facilities, however, are only an external manifestation of
a deeper inner development, the living cornerstone of our education at Assump-
tion.
This life should develop from the blend of academic, cultural, and social activ-
ities which we select, and provide us with confidence to integrate new experien-
ces steadily into the pyramid of our lives.
Let us pray today that the education we receive at Assumption may give us
the fortitude and stability which we will need to lead the world in the ways of
peace and co-operation tomorrow.
Sincerely,
<5st/&
Lavern R. Pich
S.A.C. President
15
   
 
  
    
  
  
(JVng rues:
M. Rivard, J. Vezina, R. Stelmack, J. DeMarco, B. T
otten, J. Wiley, P. Mitchell lPres.) K.
J. Bol, M. Norwood, J. Kess, B. Everitt, M. Crepp, S. Ba
rker.
Slote, B. Cada, E. Wakulich, L. LeDuc,
The sponsoring of the Treasure Van has been
the main activity of W.U.S. on Assumption's
campus. Through this annual event our Uni-
versity is able to co-operate with students
throughout Canada and the rest of the world in
aiding needy students.
The National Federation of Canadian Univer
sity
Students Committee is a sub-committee of
the
S.A.C., sponsoring many activities on a n
ational
plane such as the Student Discount Service, t
he
Blood Drive, the Literary Contest and Nation
al
Seminars. The executive authority is vested in
the S.A.C. It is that part of Assumption that con-
nects her with all other councils across the coun-
try, all having similar ties with the Federation.
(W. W13“.
P. Gilmore (Pres.), Rev. J. Murray, C.B.S.
lChairman) G. Emmerson, Dr. Helling, A.
J. Onegi Obel. J. Devon, J. McCartney,
P. Eby, G. Croteau, L. LeDuc, B. Tahir.
Absent: Dr. Chrypinski, Mr. Vuckovich, D.
Kiszkiss, P. Kennedy, T. Forman.
 
    
 
(Nam’1 (Society
R, Ingram, D. Green, S.
Murphy (pres), C. Dureault, L. Shanna-
(moderator),
han, L. Tournier, L. Ramella, L. Accadia,
D. Fraser, D. Stratton, C. Kennedy E.
Phillypes, R. Morin, M. Talbot, C. Seguin,
J. Ouellete, J. Leyer, F. Smit, M. Coughlin.
The main aim of the Nurses on our campus is
to further their knowledge and abilities in order
to meet the ever-increasing demands of this
great profession. Our nurses formed one of the
most active groups on campus this year.
One of the most valuable services performed
by the club was to the N.F.C.U.S. Blood Drive.
The girls had a large share in the great success
of this year's drive.
L. LeDuc, G. Emmerson, |. Ben-Tahir, J. Cleary, T.
(pres.), C. Wilkinson, P. Moran, A. Booth, P. Eby.
 
(LL av 65.5
The spirit of world solidarity and cooperation
is the aim of the UN. Club at Assumption.
Through the success of the third annual Seminar
on Canadian-American Relations, this high goal
is rapidly being approached. This year was the
third such seminar held at Assumption. Speakers
from both countries and at various levels of pub-
lic life gave their time to discuss important issues
of today.
As well, U.N. Club members heard speakers
from foreign countries who took the time to
speak to the group on international affairs. A
group also went to the model UN. in Montreal.
Dunn, J. Stefansky, Rev. Boland C.$.B. (moderator), V. Mandoles, V. Harwood
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Women's activties on campus under the able
guidance of W.A.C. provided many enioyable
events throughout the year. The Sadie Hawkins
and the Children's Christmas party were iust
two of the fine activities.
 
The Canadian-American Brotherhood is one of
the newest organizations on our campus but
by no means the least active. Their co-operation
with all the other clubs has made them one of
the most popular on campus.
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C. Walling, A. Noel (director), P. Peterson, B.
Vieau, B.
Shakespeare, P. Taricone. C. Garrett, A. Thibault, S
. Murphy,
D. Nelson.
deﬂB.
B. Horvath, B. Friesmuth, P. MacNeil, M. Ke
enan, B. McGowan, G. Croteau, K. Gleeson,
J. Kesselring, B. Schenden, J. Kolb, D. Wodkow
ski,
D. Balaishais, P. Elsey, M. Abbey, J. Hurley
, M. Chan, N. Bhumgara,
J. Santelli, J. Moyland, M. Soganich, V. Mandolesi
, E. Baius, E. Remming,
N. Gonzales. (Absent) B. Sperandio, M. Souci.
B. Dydyk.
  
 J. Austin, D. Unsol, V. Hawkeswood, R. Rinaldi, G. Pennington, B. Neely, E. Wokulich, G. Gilbert, 8. Greenwacd, J. Mar-
cinko, B. Kennedy, F. Jurasek, R. Refico, D. Maksymui, B. Hilbers, G. Violette, G. Emmerst, S. Quinlan, E. Cook.
Comma'zas
J. Bol, G. Yoworski, J. Stewart, C. Toth, J. Mitchell, M. McLaughlin, B. Dittrich, A. Massey, P. Mitchell, 0. Bourg, B. StelmaCk
L. Maisonville, P. Clarke, G. Brunnell, G. Crawford, R. Brunetti, E. cholski, W. Blonde, B. Bigger, B. Lysy, B. Kostynluk, I.
Chandler, J. Ferocutti, T. Hurley, J. Gertz, D. Heresy, M. Moodrey, J. Holes, J. Pollard.
. , ww....wmw .w... WW - ,z...w»Wmm.a/m m H r
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figualla
Dada, C. Thibaul'r, G. Emmerson, A. Booth, M. Ren
aud,
B. Everett, R. Wagenberg, J. Cleary, B. Doyle
, A.
J. Stefansky,
J. Wagar, D. Moximu, D. Sands, B. Dempsey, R. Q
uinn, T. Farrah, W.
U. Grave, C. Housley, J. Praszek, P. Knolfon, S.
Deziei, P. Stewart,
Onegi, L. Leduc, Helen Mary Donohue, J. Austin
, H. Starkman, J. McCartney (president), D. F
isher, 8. Whire,
M. A. Marr, J. Mallory, M. Brady, G. Crowe, T. Dun
n, A. Lamanria, S. Browning.
{Poi 54,54. CM?
U. Grave, J. Costello, D. McKerrow, J. Jur
asek, M. Mulkern, R. Quinn,
R. Doyle, J. Strich, R. Chrisholm, J. Whrim
, G. Delrue, P. Temelini, G.D. Pennin
gton (Pres.), T. Dunn,
B. Dempsey,
J. Austin, P. Dellavalle, F. Sarlo, J. Z
arecky,
Crowe, F. Maroﬁa, M. A. Marr, I. Rominar
, A. Bailey.
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I. Rhaads, B. Hill, L. Hegland, B. Cada, J. Ferris, J. Kohlmeir, 5. Russell, M. Buse, D. Pearson, B. Trofhen, D. McCready, L.
Gilbert, (pres.), R. Refcio, P. Gilmor, S. Schwartz, L. LeDuc, P. Burrell, D. Steel, Mr. N. Spencer (speaker).
  
dVaw glamoa'catia {patty
Dr. McCurdy, (3. Dale, D. Benefeau, B. McCormick, T. Collier, (president), J. Hames, A. Hitch, J. Hoffman, D. Ryan.
 
  
Waﬂeéclozaope
Harold Barrett (editor-in-chiet), Mr. H. Plante (editor
)
Kaleidoscope is the annual literary publication
of the Assumption students in which all types of
creative writing are displayed. For years this
magazine has served to give expression to the
creative thinkers and writers. It stands as a last-
ing collection of the literary efforts of all the stu-
dents. For the first time, the students on our
campus took the initiative and began to print a
periodical publication, the Babelian Voices, to
give greater opportunity for the creative writers
to have their pieces criticized and, if good en—
ough, printed. Adrian Van den Hoven was the
editor and Dr. Ralph Nelson was the group's
moderator. They did an admirable iob.
Bageféan (Voices
D. Brown, M. Butcher, P. Black, A. Van den Hove
n( editor-in-chiet), Dr. R. Nelson, (moderator), M.
O'Regan, S. Zokvich.
 
  
Bdng
G. Gosselin, B. Viiuk, S. Benseﬁe, Rev. F. Boland, B. McCormick, D. Gordon, J. Dean, M. Coughlin,
B. Mounrford, L. Siroux, J. Dunn, G. Weole, S. Erickson, M. Parent, D. Srrachan, T. Gordon, E. Likou,
E. McMulIen, L. Sfrelczyk, J. Prencicsky, J. Kennedy, N. Lance.
Modem fanguagss
N. Hirsch, A. Roth, V. Crossley, J. Comuzzi, M. Doucet (pres.), J. Doumoni, S. Viiuk, P. Halford, C. Thibaulf, R. Lamoureux,
1. Bernard, V. Hladzuk, C. Kwosnicki, S. Pogliuso, J. Srreefer, M. Renaud, D. Novosel, H. Kuncu, C. Longworfh, D. Beneteau,
S. Hicks, D. Kreutzer, E'. Quaglia, I. Mordowonec, L. Drouillard.
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The physics club holds regular
meetings Throughout the year at
which they see films or hear dis-
tinguished doctors speak on a
variety of scientific subiects.
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C. Carlone, R. Atkinson, R. Lum, O. Mamer, J. Kominar, E. Rocheleau, J. Kerr, I. Be
n-Tahir, E.
g
Koteles, (pres.), Dr. Hedgecock (moderator).
 
Cézméatzy
In this space age Chemistry
plays a major role in the pursuit
of knowledge. Through the aid
of films and tours the members
obtained great information on
the latest developments in this
special field.
B. Annett, G. Crouchman, J. Raiki, C. Messing, J. Gimple, T. Speranzini, (pres.), L. Kaoubes-
serian, D. Vegh, Dr. E. Channen, (moderator), D. Yates, B. Fought, N. Nazaruddin, A. Aylett,
O. Mamer, M. Brode, B. Walton.
’ x L. Hegland, L. Desjarlais, A. Roth, J.
Scordas, (pres.), Dr. C. Kuehner, (moderator), P. DiBiasse,
M. Grzegocko, J. Vezioa, J. Schertzer. A. Schincariol, J. Callahan, T. Bales C.S.R., T. Graves.
‘ B. Bauer, M. Keenan, D. Winch.
 
This year the biology club
presented a varied and interest-
ing program aiming to further
the knowledge of all the mem-
bers and all those interested in
medicine, dentistry and bacter-
iology.
    
   
  
  5329025511J. Elias, D. Callagan, M. Soucie, M. Brode, A. Stan-
evicious, R. Brown, P. Nuspl, J. Douglas, J. Untch, . i
B. Rodie, N. Bhumgara, T. Salmoni, R. Shiner, D. 3*
Struthers, W. Wyszynski, H. Johnson, E. Rembish, M. V
Dienesch, G. Cataford, L. Khoubesserian, B. Rayzak,
P. Alexander, A. Marsh, G. Meloche, M. Gaan, J.
Gimple, P. Fazio, B. Lanza, B. Poulter, P. Arber. S.
Nuspl, W. Culina.
  
£329025515,
J. Roy, H. Lee, L. Brennan, 5. Skorupinski, H. Arn- I
owitz, B. Jaques, R. Delcol, C. Lui, J. Angelo, P.
Koshlap, D. Renzetti, J. Leishman, L. Bontront, D.
Peach. G. Dunlop, K. Long, l. Reilly, T. Kaasten, R.
Pawelek, R. Heward, R. ldiapaulo, A. Polimac, R.
Caverzan, R. Lane, J. Lindsay, M. Korsmit, P. Dun-
seath, P. D'Angelo, W. Bridgen.
 
M. Nardella, D. Chernitz (pres.), M. Deery, B. Carron, J. Root, V. Harwood, T.
Sempowski, B. O'Rourke, M. Godin, L. Burchell, L. Hormick, A. Kiszik, I. DeFelice,
P. D'Biase, J. Kohlmeir, M. Grzegokka, L. Dettman, B. McCormick, J. Loiacono.
935,5 C/EOfOﬁy
The Psychology Club is one of the most
popular clubs on our campus. Panel dis-
cussions, films on thought provoking
topics, and guest speakers were fre-
quently featured. This program appealed
to everyone interested in people, their
problems and relations.
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For those who find the more natural modern
type of music to their liking, the student jazz
club in its second year on campus provided am-
ple opportunity to hear and see the latest groups.
Records and iam sessions were the order of local
campus activity while once in a while, Father
Daley and the entire club would iourney to De-
troit to take in one of the top iazz artists.
I
ﬁ
gazz
M. Soganich, B. Turner, J. Kelly, B. Keith, G. Olsen, Jo-Anne DeMarco, J. Cl
ark, B. Biorkquist, L. Danz,
Renzo Orlando, J. Gazareck, T. Devlin, L. Umbdenstock, P. Fitzpatrick, A. Jacklin,
G. Bol, P. Marentette,
G. Grondin, C. Arengi, L. Bacher, M. Parent, R. McLennan, T. Du
nn.
Dr. Mateo Glinski directed the chorale society
again this year. Their outstanding contribution
was to the Christmas concert. This group pro-
vided ‘the other half' of music appreciation, that
of the formal and semi-classical variety. The club
also enjoyed musical evenings and record part-
ies.
  
C’Eomlfs
5045,65
Conductor Dr. M. Glinski, D. Faulkner, M.
Gosling, S. Callaghan, C. Commuzzi (pres)
L. Umbdenstock, C. Dureault, V. Hlad'zuk,
L. Nazarwick, M. L. Schrot, P. Stewart,
D. Lechleiter, J. Moffat, N. Hirsch, M.
Talbot, L. Shanahan, K. Szczerba, N. De-
Mers, D. Armstrong C.S.B., M. Dulfilho,
F. Burke, B. Annett.
     
 
   
   
 
J. Pawlowski (Pres.), B. Cameron, N. Bhumgara L. Umbdenstock, R. St. Aubin, E. McLean, Rev. Flood C.S.B.
(advisor), G. Gagnon, R. Look Kan, D. Skilling, T. Farrah,
G. Black.
(Radio
One of the most active clubs, the Radio Club in just six short years has grown to i
a full-fledged professional organization, offering its valuable services at many
of Assupmtion's special activities.
R. Adam, L. Bell, M. L. Schrot, Rev. J. Fiore C.S.B. (moderator), P. Knowlton, D. Lechilter, J. Stoner,
D. Chernets, G. Santelli, J. Cook, J. Lelly, T. Root, W. Maitland, T. Cakebread.
      
On campus, the three services
select and train undergraduates
as officers for either the Regular
or the Reserve forces. The am-
bition of all candidates is to
merit the Queen's Commission.
 
    
  
  
Canadian Offices;
Dimming Cozps
 Canfszngy
Cful;
The Canterbury Club is for all students
interested in the lite and teachings of the
Anglican Church, and its purpose is to
apply Christianity to campus life.
Canterbury has been a strong and ac-
tive club this year, and hopes to continue
to be so in future years.
 
B. Harper (director), A. Hitch (pres.), R. Silcox, Rev. H. Hill B.G.S. (moderator), G.
Sanderson, L. Lark, M. Richards, P. Roddy, J. Moffat, M. Lind, C. Garrett, l. Rhodes,
5. Rees, B. Matthews, J. Hames, L. Hornick, R. Hall, T. Nainan.
P. Culhane, D. Hafford, B. Fought, E. Baius, C. Messing, J. Crowe, L. Atkinson, M.
Riordon, T. Farrah, R. McGowan, Rev. Weiler C.S.B., (moderator), R. Culp, D. Rosza-
maun.
Iagion ofMacy
The aim of the Legion of Mary is the sanctifi-
cation of its members by prayer and active co-
operation in the advancement of the reign of
Christ. It strives to move to action those who love
God in order that others may come to love Him
more through His mother Mary.
B. Totten, E. Hatch, D. McCready, D. Fisher, M. Mandich (pres.), H. Summers, K.
LePage, L. Fluelling, H. Allchin, N. Buckler, P. Mitchell, T. Seymour, K. Vine.
(United
C/éwza/é
CM;
It is the aim of the United Church club
that students may find in its activities a
strengthening and enriching fellowship
to the end “that all may be one" in
Christ.
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Three Angels, Michael O'Regan, Carl Idzinski, and Paul Bl
ack ponder the uncon-
scious form of the fair daughter, Dianne Brown, in the Drama Cl
ub‘s first semester
production of My Three Angels.
To produce a play requires many hands besides those of Director, Daniel P. Kelly. Shown here are all
the members of the Drama Club, from stage workers, electricians and sound technicians right on down
to the costume mistresses and the cast. The success of the three<act comedy was a real tribute to all
these people who had a barrel of fun pitching in whatever way they could.
What is Christmas without a Christ-
mas toast. Three convicts thoroughly
enioyed the hospitality of Adrian Van
den Hoven and his wife Gerry Myron.
The Three Convicts freed this family
from the tyranny of an uncle by loos-
ing a pet snake in his bedroom. In
the end all turned out well for every:
one and the daughter found a true
lover.
i
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H. Kunau, R. Silcox, C. McArfhur, D.
Deveaui, Okello, B. Tohir, T. Graves,
R. Look Kan,N. Bhumgara, M. Hackshow,
Dr. Helling, F. Chen, W. Dodo, A. Onegi
Obel.
Typists Cathy Tmhl Sue Rees.
  
  
  
 
  
1 Mrs. C.
Perry. M.A.
Rev. J. Murray, C.S.B.
; Dir
edor of Publications,
Moderator
Advertising
    
Typists: Kathleen Harﬁord, Gloria Grond
in.
  
M. Butcher, L. Hegland, J. Homes
[editor-in-chief),
D. Lechleiier, M. A. McDonald, M
. L. Schrot, N.
Rev. J. Murray (moderator), M. A.
Marr, T. Collier,
Deon, G. Myron, B. Tahir, J. Hom
es (editor), D.
B. Nolan.
Brown, S. Browning, T. Graves.
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Rev. G. Macdonald, CSB
Paul KennedyModerator Editor
 
Dolores Jackson, Lynda Hamilton, Paul Kennedy
J. Kesselring, J. Kolb, P. Kennedy, Mrs. Perry, Director of Publications, P. Hurley,
J. Stefansky, J. Streeter.
STAFF
Editor-in-chief .................. Paul Kennedy
Assistant Editors .................. Jim Streeter
Dolores Jackson
Sports Editor .................... Jim Kesselring
Organizations Editor ...... Judy Stefanski
Social Editor .................. Lynda Hamilton
Undergrad. Editor Mary Ann Pomaiba
Graduate Editor .................... Pat Hurley
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Two of the new students not only showed that they
got into the swing of things, they got into "The
Twist" of things at the first annual Frosh Fair held
in September. It was all part of the ‘voluntary'
  
If any of our strong husky Freshmen needed an
outlet for their extra energy, the Drama Club pro-
vided a car to be wrecked at three smashes for a
nickel. But that was rather slow so the men took
variety show. things
in their own "hands."
Taking time out from the dance to pose for a picture are Bob Sperandio, Bernie Vieau, Vern
Pich, Beth Turner, Sandy Tobin, Trev Collier, Pat Taricone, Frank Marotta.
Studying can be a lot of fun if you're as lucky as
Jack McCartney and have a helping hand from
Palmer Neil, Maryann Brady, John Volpe and Danielle Renter enjoy a popular
Joanne Comuzzi.
coffee date.
 Social life took on every aspect at Assumption and
the spiritual ioys were often shared by the students.
Visiting the church here are Martha Gosling and
Tom Sempowski.
Hard workers from the Canadian-American Relations
Seminar enjoy cake and coffee while they hash
over the exciting happenings of the panel discus-
sions. This was the third year for the Seminar.
 
This was the head table for the Presidents' Banquet when the N.F.C.U.S. committee
invited club presidents to meet and greet Walter McLean, the N.F.C.U.S. national
chairman.
Social life on our campus was always beneficial in
several ways. it gave everyone a chance to get out of
the rut of a routine of work and study and to enioy the
friendship of young people from many different walks of
life.
Dances certainly were in no scarcity and quite a few
of the students took up the "Twist" craze. As well, there
were athletic games and contests to take in, and lots of
good movies.
Some young couples got a kick out of just walking
and talking and walks would sometimes end with a visit
to a favourite chapel.
This year was also a year for the card craze. "I've
never seen anything like it" students would remark. ln »
the old lounge under the gym, a lot of people played
bridge. But when the new Centre opened, it seemed as
though everyone were playing.
So often people think of college students as happy-
go-lucky fun lovers, always having a good time. But the
students did work and when they were done, they re-
laxed the best way possible.
For some, relaxation and fun came through club activ-
ity. There was always a chance that one could be lucky
enough to be sent away to a convention or rally. And
too, there were ample opportunities for attending ban-
quets. There, businessmen and engineers would likely
speak to an eager audience.
On the cultural side of our social life, there was some
very fine entertainment. The Christian Culture Series was
at its usual excellence. A fine arts film series was spon-
sored. Dr. Glinski and the music department held musical
evenings for lovers of classical music.  
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it was a cold, cold winter in some stages but that
just meant certainty for those who hoped for a sk
ating rink out behind the school.
This group of college students looks like they may
develop some clashes of interest before too long.
Cold mornings often meant a dangerous walk
to school or else the car was sure not to start.
But cold weather had some good points about
it too. The students went skating and skiing and
some even drove out to a hill for a tobogganing
party.
Winter meant Christmas too. Christmas every
year meant the annual school concert and vari-
ety show, and the Christmas dance. The girls at
Residence also add their own little extra to the
winter season by providing a little bit of warmth
for underprivileged children at a Christmas party.
Ski trips were organized by some of the stu-
dents and were ioined over the Christmas break.
These might be held in Michigan or arranged
through agencies for northern Canada.
These students are posing beside the colourful decorations for the
Student Council's
Christmas Dance in the brand new University Centre.
Two of our campus beauties, Dianne Brown and Marg McConville ha
d
fun making a snow-man and dressing him up in all the finest traditional
wear.
Besides local campus activities and a few
nearby, students often went down to town, even
over to Detroit to take in one of the latest shows.
One prime attraction during the year was Man-
tovani's visit to Detroit. There were night spots
in both cities that were attractive.
There was nothing like the good old bull ses-
sions the students got into while sitting around
in the D. H. or the Embassy or one of the other
favourite local taverns. It was all a part of social
life.
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If someone would sit down to play the piano, there
was always an obliging group who would join in
for a sing-song. This small group were caught hav-
ing a barrel of fun in the lounge of the new Uni-
versity Centre.
Holy Names Hall was a bee-hive of activity
so far as social life on the campus goes. The Sis-
ters must have had their hands full with a full
house of girls and as well with all the boys that
dated them calling in through the week. But
even in their own recreation room the girls had
their private record parties and sing-songs and
card games. It was fun just to lounge around
and take it easy without the worry of someone
coming in — like a male.
The men did manage to invade "the fortress"
once or twice but it was with an invitation to the
fine social evenings the girls held.
Bowling dates were very popular too. The student could com-
bine a little excercise with fun and at very little cost too!
They really are ladies, honestly! Actually, the girls have been caught at the most
inopportune moment possible.
The new Centre's coffee shop was a far cry from
the old lounge. under the gym. The most modern
furniture and clean modern equipment made the
much-needed coffee breaks much more pleasing.
Even the coffee tasted better!
On the whole, Assumption's social life is well-
rounded and complete. Any and all kinds of tal-
ent can be put to good use because there is
ample opportunity to get the nose out of the
books and learn about some of the more enioy~
able avenues of life.
Everything makes the student learn and grow.
There is no such thing as not making friends and
having a good time at Assumption unless a per-
son is an isolationist. This is the opinion of the
young men and women who enioy life at As-
sumption. This is the opinion of young men and
women who work hard to meet the standards of
the school and do it — and then enioy the many
opportunities for rounding out their education.
  
 
  
 
  
  
  
 
    
 
 
 
 
  
  
   
  
  
  
 
   
Queen of my heart
I love you,
Queen of my heart
l love you,
I always knew,
It would be you,
Since I heard
Your lilfing laughter,
it's your smiling hear’r
l‘m after.
 
The Charming Miss Madelyn Nardella
is the Reigning Frosh Queen
 
n‘ ‘1;
 
   
Anne Delaney, Sue Callaghan, Gloria Grondin, Lin
da Belanger, Nelly Hirsch, and Madelyn Nardella
; _
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Pot Marion from Rochester, New York Corolyne WoHing of Windsor
Diane DeRoller from Rochester, New York Melanie McDougoll from Fort William, Ontario       
 "Gee you look beautiful." They are both on ﬁme foo!
    
The queen and her date smile hoppin as they flog? through
the evening.her.
"Thanks for everything. It was wonderful!"Nothing but the best for her highness.  ,, ___——___J
 Miss Joanne Comuzzi won the hearts of the emire student body.
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Bowes Dempsey, Jack Kelly, Jim Cushing (President), Jon
Austin. Frank Morrota, Jack Wiley, Ron Rinaldi, Bill Botus.
Leo McElphine, Bob Caicco, Bob Fabro, Rick McNair, Barry
Pepper.
ALUMINI REPRESENTATIVE
Rod Scot?  
MODERATOR OF ATHLETICS
Rev. J. Hussey, C.$.B.
48
dl/lan’s cgt/ifstia Councif
The promotion and direction of athletics is gov-
erned by the Athletic Council. Its main concern
is the functioning and organization of intramural
sports. During the past year, it has been re-
sponsible for the spirited participation of the
men on campus in the various intramural sports
such as football, basketball, curling, and hockey.
It is the Council's main preoccupation to organize
any sport on campus which may be of interest to
the men. With the support of the Athletic Depart-
ment, under the direction of Dick Moriarity, Ath-
letic Director and Fr. Hussey, moderator of sports,
in coherence with the efforts of the alumni repre-
sentative, Rod Scott, and under the student pres-
idency of Jim Cushing, the Council was more
active than in past years.
   
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Dick Moriority
SIXTH YEAR AS DIRECTOR
guidance.
 
A graduate of Aquinas Institute, Roches-
ter, Dick came to Assumption in 1952
where he received his Bachelor's Degree
four years later. Assumption's enrollment
was 600 students when Dick started as
Athletic Director in 1956 and is now over
1,400. The athletic program has ex-
panded even more rapidly under his
I
 ~ ~~ .. re . r e -- u A .. ~~ wui’.‘\3“.!'!-*”m!'m’ “
(Woman’s ﬂtgéﬁc Council]
Similar in function to the men's council, the
women's athletic council is primarily concerned
with the organization and promotion of girl‘s
sports on campus. Cathia Gilbert, President of
the Women's Athletic Association, stated that
the program is designed to provide competition,
exercise, and iust plain fun for all those inter-
ested in participating. For that reason the pro-
gram was extended this year so that even the
least athletically inclined could participate. This
year's intramural sports included basketball,
swimming, volleyball, badminton, and bowling,
all of which drew more enthusiasts than in pre-
vious years.
Sue Deziel, Mary Ann Pomaiba, Cathia Gilbert (President), Judy
Stefanski.
Gail Emmerson, Cathy Comuzzi, Carmen Eaton, Mary Marr,
Danielle Renier.
   
   
EQUIPMENT MANAGER
Fred Luxford  
ASSISTANT ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Mrs. Wm. Thomson
(Welcome domﬁ 432‘
Sis Thomson, newly appointed Assistant
to the Athletic Director in charge of
women's athletics has returned to As-
sumption after a three year absence.
She has experienced a tremendous in-
crease in interest among the girls in all MODERATOR OF ATHLETICS
fields of athletics and, as a result, the Sister Rose Kathleen
women's athletic programme scored re-
sounding success.
49
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Dave Balaishis, Red Nantais, Calvin Messing, Froggy Bourg,
Carl ldzinski Bob McGowan, Tony Farrah.
Gard Duprey, Don Jablonslti, Joe Lucas, Coach Father Murray,
C.S.B., John Suhy, Jerry Santelli, John Preniczky, Dave Hoffard.
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Where's the ball?
50
Blbocl, Sweat, and
ﬂntmamwzaf
On tall afternoons 100 of Assumption's most
manly, participated in intramural football on the
back campus. Enthusiasm ran high as the four
teams fought for the school title.
In the regular season the Seniors took three
wins to go undefeated. The Juniors and Sopho-
mores tied with records of one win, one loss, and
one tie. True to the school tradition, the Fresh-
men remained in the cellar with no wins and
three losses.
An interesting feature of this year’s league
was the equality of the teams, save for the
Frosh who could field only a small team. No
game between the top three teams was won by
more than one touchdown.
  
 Usau
Competition
Tough defensive play along with a wet and
muddy field, explain the lack of high scoring
games.
There were many interesting side lights. Re-
member the time the Freshmen almost scored,
or the disastrous hand injuries that made it hard
to hold a pop bottle, or for that matter a football.
At the season's end the air was full of the fam-
iliar plaints: Wait till next year (Frosh); What a
fluke (Sophsl; We was robbed (Juniors); We
showed them who the real men were (Seniors).
The only statement that was agreed to by every-
one was that playing football is the best way to
spend Autumn afternoons.
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Frank Sarlo, Lloyd Atkinson, Dan Jansen, Mike Keenan, Joe V
Likou, Dave Hannay, Charlie Boyle, Pete Clark, Ron Blizchuck,
Coach Bob Sperandio, Bill Shenden, Dave Kiszkiss, Phil Fitz- /
patrick, Pat Culhane, Jim Kesselring, Pete Bond, Larry Baswick,
Tom Scheuerman, Al Stan, Don Kasta, Dan Moran.
 
What should we do now?
  Going all the way, Dave?51
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The Seniors met the lowly Freshmen in the
first semi-final game and the Frosh were edged
37 to O. In the other semi-final contest the
Juniors crashed head on with the Sophomores,
the Juniors emerging victorious, 8 to i.
The Seniors looked towards the finals with
confidence. They had the heaviest line, more
pot bellies, and had allowed only one point in
four games.
TEAMS W L
Seniors 4 0
Juniors 2 i
Sophs i i
Frosh 0 3
Don McKerrow, Bob Burns, Ron Rinaldi, Bill Botus,
Nick Kup-
nicki, Andy Kizik, Tony Janecka.
Vic Hawkeswood, Colin Gosselin, Eli Drakich, Dave P
enning-
ton, Coach Lyle Warick, Frank Marrota, Bob Viiuk, Jon Aus
tin,
Tony Bailey.
  
Look, another first down!
   
Victory is so sweet!
52
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The Juniors were shaken but cocky. Hard
defensive play on both sides of the line stopped
down field drives from getting underway. A
twenty-five yard off-tackle smash by the Seniors
in the second quarter was all that was needed to
win the game and the crown by a 6 to 0 score.
PFPA
351
1510
199
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George Yaworski, John Ferracuti, Tom Dunn, Bruce Dittrich,
George Crawford, Jerry Scherer, Joe Barrows, Bowes Dempsey.
Al Callaghan, Doug Bell, Rooty Brunetti, Bob Wilds, George
Fraser, Bob Anderson, Bob Cooper, Frank Feely.
The point is good]
Where do I go?
53
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Fred Schinners, Brian Fought, Bill White, Bill Bottos, Ted Zuber. Tony Kaasten,
Andy Calladine,
Earl Rembish, Gus Candido, Bob Fabro, Frank Sarlo, Tony Farrah, Dave Woodall, D
ave Terry.
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Although the Track team had a rather
unsuccessful season in as much as their
win-loss record was unimpressive, there
there were bright spots during the seas-
were bright spots during the season
supplied by pole-vaulter Bob Moore.
ln Assumption's meet with Waterloo Bob
amazed all those present by soaring to
a height of eleven feet, three inches and
thereby setting a new meet record in the
pole-vault.
 
Phil Eppen, Barry Pepper, John Ferracuti, Bill Schenden, Bob
Hanson, Paul Allen.
  93001, figdd'cdi,
Dave Kiszkiss, Phil Eppert, Frank Marrotta, Greg Brereton, Jim
Happy landing, Phil!
Kesselring.
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Gary Flewelling, Mike Hackshaw, Terry Fahlenbock,
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Lorry Liebrock, Leo McElhone, Bill Doumani, Steve
Fox, George Tomco, Phil Della Valle, George Reguly,
Rich Philips, Jim Csordas, George Slaney, Joe Evans
Kerry MacDonald, George Delrue, Mike Murphy.
TERRY SPARKS TENNIS TEAM
Paced by the impressive playing of Terry
Fahlenbock, the Tennis Team cupped the
singles and doubles competition to win
their division of the exramural meet at
Toronto. Rebounding from an unsuccess-
ful effort at McMaster courts a few
weeks later, the team of Hackshaw,
Flewelling, and Fahlenbock trounced all
oncomers from Highland Park to clinch
the tourney tennis title.
Frank demonstrating “cross-chest" carry.
Confidence+ Ability = Champ
l
   
  
    
George Yaworsky, Doug Bell, John Amyot, Pete Knowlton, Al
Callaghan, Doug Butcher, Bob Sanko, Jim Stewart, Murray
Trudell, Brian Nolan, Bowes Dempsey, Bob Anderson, Drew
Gillis, Dave Terry.
  
Hey Vern, wake upl
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On Tuesday and Thursday afternoons, fifty
Assumption pucksters scurry off to Windsor Ar-
ena to battle and vie in hope that their team will
carry off the school laurels. The four teams, com-
prising a well balanced league, showed good
sportsmanship throughout the season, as well as
an abundance of hard board-checking, fast skat-
ing, and impressive goal-tending. Few of the
games were marred by fights, and all furnished
nearly sixty minutes of fierce body checking and
diligent stick handling. 0ft times the thuds, res-
onating boards, and groans, were heard as far
away as the University campus.   Bob Ladouceur, Tony Farrah, Ray Baron, Tony Bailey, JimLaframboise, Bob Heath, Brian Turner.  56
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Early in the season, a bitter rivalry that was to
last throughout the year arose between Fred
Luxford's Senior Snipers and Jack Costello's Jun-
ior Jousters. The two teams traded victories early
in the season in games that would have made 0
“Maple Leaf-Canadien" tussle look like a Sun-
day picnic. The absence of dexterity with a hoc-
key stick was as unperceivable as was the rough-
ness of the participants in all their games. The
board-checking was vicious and the penalty box
never completely vacated.
As the season progressed, another rivaly be-
came evident, that of the Frosh and Sophs. How-
ever, this one was over non-possessional rights
to the cellar and it looked like it would not be
decided till late in the season.
‘
“v
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Garry Fitzgibbon, Larry Gagnier, Dan Jason, Gerry Stasso,
Larry Baswick, Terry Devlin, Al Stanevicius, Barney Kenny,
George Dragich, Gary Wortley, Jack Cunningham, Bill Burk-
hart, Pat Culhane, Terry Cakebread.
 
Samba
Ron Rinaldi, Roger Patillo, Bob Christi, Ron Foster, Don Mak-
symiu, Coach Fred Luxford, Gary Reaume, Dave Terry, Dick
Mulville, Bob Gardner, Dick Chisholm, Tom Charette, Terry
Beck.
 
Don't worry John, he missed.
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Greg McCullough, Lou Pocock, Barry Pepper, Bill Hossel (Coach), Ed Chinaro, Joe Bevoque, Tim
(9561 Canada;
58
Marg Kricfolusi
Ryan, Dexter Robinson, Joe Greene
 Ann Delaney
 go [anasu
  Ron Graham, Jock Kelly, Couch Hank Biosuni, Chet Ciupa, Bob Horvath, Bob Hanson, Bob Moore, Frank Giblin, Dick Szeman, Tom Henderson,Bernie Friesmuth’ Bill Brown, George Nickson
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Basketball with a tag-team wrestling touch!
Lancers' Moore preparing to pass off the basketballl
 
HOME AWAY
REDMEN 45 49
    
The razor-sharp Lancers launched their 1961-
62 Senior Intercollegiate Basketball League
schedule in dynamic style by lambasting the
O.A.-VC conference entry iii-45. By registering
this score Hank Biasatti's basket-happy hoop—
sters established a new all-time scoring record
for St. Denis Hall. Previous to that, the Lancers'
highest scoring victory came at the expense of
the McGill University Redmen, 106-48, and Feb.
20, 1959.
The O.A.-V.C. quintet which made its league
debut with this game, was certainly in the same
class with that McGill crew of three seasons ago.
They were outclassed from the opening whistle
and certainly didn't look as if they belonged in
the same league as the Lancers.
The Lancers dazzled both at the free throw line
and in scoring field goals. They pumped 101
shots at the basket and 43 of their attempts
found the range for 42.5 percent accuracy. The
squad connected for 25 of their 31 free throw
attempts while the Redmen were successful on
only 19 of their 3] charity tosses.
RAMPAGING LANCERS
RIP WESTERN, 65-50
While an overflow throng of 2,200 spectators
whooped it up in New Year's Eve fashion, Bias-
atti's rampaging hoopsters claimed their fifth
straight conference victory by trimming the de-
fending champion Mustangs 65-50 at St. Denis
Hall. The triumph, accomplished in an expert and
thorough manner, secured the Lancers in their
first place berth in the conference standings.
Assumption outclassed the Western squad in
every department. The Lancers outplayed, out-
hustled, out-rebounded, and outscored the Mus-
tongs.
Coach Biasatti shuffled his players in and out
of the line-up freely, and although nobody was
“hot” in the basket-scoring department, the Lan—
cers' superior bench figured prominently in the
victory.
Sharing top scoring honours were Assumption
co-captain Ron Graham and former Lancer star,
Leo Innocente. Both counted for 13 points apiece.
 HOME AWAYLANCERS 59 94
WARRIORS 54 92
   
Waterloo who had previously dropped a 94-
92 overtime decision to the Lancers at Kitchener,
played another respectable game and managed
to enjoy a fair share of the offensive play. Sup-
erior rebounding and more accurate shooting by
Assumption made the difference as each team
pumped 79 shots from the floor. The Lancers
hooped 26 field-goal attempts for 33 percent
accuracy while the Warriors, obviously disturbed
by Assumption's strong defensive play, manag-
ed iust 20 field goals. At the same time the Lan-
cers sparkled at the free throw line by sinking
17 of their 20 foul shots.
Ron Graham was a standout performer on the
attack for Assumption. He succeeded in sinking
seven field goals and three free throws for 17
points. Jack Kelly, at the other guard position,
was the only other Lancer to hit double figures
in the scoring. He connected for 12 points. Frank
Giblin, Bob Moore, and Dick Szeman combined
for 29 points on the attack and were standouts
on the backboards.
LANCERS BURY QUEENS
IN HOMECOMING CONTEST
While a fine "homecoming" crowd of 1,500
hooted and howled with every flash of the score-
board, Hank Biasatti's basket happy Lancers
swamped the Queen's University Golden Gaels,
109-42. The coach was able to sit back and relax
as his frolicking hoopsters ran wild at the ex-
pense of a weak Queen's quintet. The Lancers
forged into a fast 10-0 lead and it ceased to be
a contest before three minutes of playing time
had elapsed.
Biasatti gave each of his 12 eligible players
the opportunity to get into action and each tal-
lied at least three points. Five of them struck for
double figures. Bob Horvath, at the guard posi-
tion, was the Lancers' top point-getter with 14
points. Bill Brown and Bob (The people's choice)
Hanson counted 14 points each, Ron Graham
hooped it points and Dick Szeman bagged 10.
Highlighting the game was the crowning of
Joanne Comuzzi as this year's homecoming
Queen, during the half time ceremonies.
Ron Graham hooks for two!
Bob Horvath up for a iump-shotl
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Dave Kiszkiss,
Joe Kelly, Jim
Bob, the baskef's the other way!
Lloyd Atkinson, Mike Keenan, Bill Schenden,
Koib, Don Kasta, Mil Soganich, Bob Bauer.
" "7&5 ‘dvega/nzi ,’ .
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John Volpe, Jim Dean, Barry Dydyk, Jerry Scherer, Terry Falhenbock
 l
l
l
Lio Cameron, Trev Accmne, Mike Hockshaw, Ron Hussain, Colin
l
D'Arcy, Felix Monsegue, Dave Ramdoorsingh.
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Oh so graceful Frank} Colin Gosselin, Jerry Weale, Andy Kizik/ Frank Marrofm, Eli Drokich,
Don McKerrow, Al Polimoc, Jim Leishman, Tony Janecka.
  Larry Bell, Dick O'Collaghan, Ron Blizchuk, Larry Likou, PaulMacNeil.
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Mary Beth Martin, Barb Macedonski, Judy Stefansky, Carol
Wilkinson, Marie Pitlick, Irene Namespetio, Ingrid Stahl, Mary
Jo Gleason, Kathy Hartford, Sheila Blair, Coach Sis Thomson.
Phyllis Peterson, Liz Dettman, Tommie Richardson, Danielle
Renier, Margaret Lemon, Sue Chauvin.
  
Baggafgaff Bsauﬁss East 5051
Showing depth and experience, the women's
basketball team proved to be the forte of girl's
athletics this year. By making a high percentage
of their shots and allowing an equally low per-
centage of shots to be scored against them, Sis
Thomson's troups easily rambled to successive
victories over McMaster, O.A.C., and Waterloo,
cupping top honors at the tourney held at Mc-
Master University.
Let's not fight among ourselvesl
  
Liz demonstrating her racing drivel
dl/lszmaicla [Delhi]
This year at A.U.W. for the first time, the girls
have had the opportunity of organizing an inter-
collegiate swimming team. Danielle Renier, an
experienced competitive swimmer, has taken up
the task of coaching the five girl team. The squad
will be entering in such competition as free style,
breast stroke, back stroke and orthodox. All are
hoping for a successful first year in competition.
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  ﬁata’zmirzad ﬁamsaﬂl
Backing up the basketball team and standing
iust shy of the lime-light this year. was the wom-
en‘s volleyball squad. With few returnees, the As-
sumption sextet, under the captaincy of Eleanor
Duda, could muster only a third place in the Mc-
Master tourney. However, following their med-
iocre performance, the squad was soon whipped
into shape, and went on to complete the season
with an impressive record.
Heads upl
 
Batting back the birdiel
Ogmzi- earn 70/; Competitou
Attracting 35 enthusiasts, bowling once again
proved to be the most popular girl's sport on
campus. The Ameri-Cans, on top of the league
most of the bowling season, clinched the title by
sweeping their last series, with the Senior entry,
the Whistlers. The Blowers finished a close sec-
ond, followed by the P.l.'s Lucky 7's, and Whist-
lers who tied for third. The Stampers finished
sixth, and holding up the league were the Rock-
ettes.
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Eleanor Duda, Cathia Gilbert, Hermaine Coopman, Eileen
Keller, Sis Thomson, Myrna Malowney, Valerie Pinke, Barb
Mountford.
 
“M an”.
(Woman ,5, BOW LL21
Cathy Comuzzi, Mary Marr, Donna Leichleiter, Pat Bolger,
Sharon Murphy, Carm Dureault, Lise Fournier, Anne Gillis,
Eileen Keller, Mary Grzecocka, Jane Jozsa, Barb Hill, Hermaine
Coopman, Anne O'Rourke, Tommie Richardson, Judy Kowcinak,
Mary Thorpe, Mary McDonald, Joan Spinks, Bev Baxter, Helge
Kunar, Cathy Eskert, Elaine Miller, Julie Cervoski.
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Most Rev. J. C. Cody, L.L.D., Bishop of London
Bid/7:on (/Massaf/za
My dear friends:
I respectfully suggest that you ponder these words of an outstanding scholar and a great beliver, His Emmin-
ence Giovanni Battista Cardinal Montini of Milan:
“ Prayer is the highest activity of the intellect, which, having reached the limits of its powers, calls on the other
faculties, and especially on Love, not now in search of truth, but to surrender to it and to serve it. And a wonder-
ful thing happens. The soul becomes aware of a Voice, living, strong, gentle as the voice of a friend ,who from
eternity has awaited this ineffable moment — for prayer is a conversation. How can we describe this encounter,
how depict the beauty of this meeting of man with God —— a beauty which the arts have striven, each in its own
way, to express. For prayer is a living action, a communion."
Wishing you God's choicest blessings I remain
Devotedly yours,
(06M
Bishop of London
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Rev. E. c. LeBel, C.S.B.,’M.A., co.
{Dissident/1 dl/(aizaga
My Dear Students:
Hearty congratulations to the graduates of 1962!
A thought was expressed in the citation read at Convocation (Deal) honoring the Governor General, which I
think is worth repeating.
"Since the time of the Greeks, and more emphatically since the Judeo-Christian revelation, which culminated in
Our Lord, enlightened mankind has striven to attain the excellent. In the Iliad, Homer portrayed the excellent in
Achilles the soldier; in the Odyssey, he portrayed the excellent in the wily thinking leader, Ulysses; Plato idealized
the Philosopher-King, in his Republic. In the Old Testament men revered the patriarchs, prophets and Kings. Christ
Himself set the pattern of the excellent and His closestimitators are known as saints. In every age, the excellent
has been set up so that the young could have before them what Whitehead calls “the habitual vision of greatness."
All education needs “the habitual vision of greatness." All teachers must show their students what is great and
first-rate in their subject. A University must show their students the best things that have been done, thought and
written in the world and fix these in their minds as a standard by which to measure greatness. Not only must the
student learn to know excellence in things, in the arts, and humanities and the sciences, but he must be able to
recognize excellence existentially in people and have reverence for it."
REV. E. C. LeBEL, C.S.B.
69 PRESIDENT
With cordial good wishes to all for an excellent year.
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Rev. E. C. LeBel, C.S.B., M.A., CD‘, Vice-Chancellor
and President chats with Vivien
Shane and Jim Streeter in his office,
 
7
H
!
 
I Rev. H. Mallon, C.S.Bi, MiA., Executive Vice~Pres
ident makes an Rev. C. P. Crowley, C.S.B., Ph.D.,
Dean of Graduate Studies lectures
to an english classi
important business call.
 
L
   
 
7 Dr. F. A. DeMarco, Ph.
D., F.C.|.C., Dean of Applied Science and Principal of Essex
College, dictates a letter to his secretary.
I“
—#
  
  
Rev. E. J. McCorkell, (2.5.8., Superior, chats with one of the scholastics in his office,
im
pl
an
t!
“a:.9
f E
m
Rev. R. S. Raysan, M.A., S.T.B., D.D., Principal Canterbury College, lectures toMiss Barbara Birch, M.A., Registrar, points out
graduation requirements to Lorraine Hegland. some of his students.
Mr. H. F. Wilshire, B.S., M.S., Director of the University Center, is seen at the
official opening of the center. (Fourth from the left).  
       
Rev. N. J. Ruth, C.S.B., M.A., Dean of Arts and Science, chats with two Assumption
students outside his office.
Rev. J. A. Malone, C.S.B.. Ph.D., Dean of Men
seen with two members of "Fiat Two."
Rev. E. A. Roberts, C.S.B., B.A., S.T.B., Treasurer, with Miss Beaupré. 
h
and Director of Student Affairs, is
 Rev. D. J. Mulvihill, C.S.B., Ph.D4, Vice-President, Development, points out an
example of progress or Assumption.
Sister Marion Dolores, S.N.J.M., Ph.D,, Dean of Women and Principal of Holy
Names College, with three of the girls from residence.
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Joseph Angelo, B.Sc.
Trenton, Ont.
Zivko Apic, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
  
 
Jon Austin, B.A.
Toronto. Ont.
John Biro, B.Sc.
Windsor, Ont.
Loretta M. Accadia, N.S.G.
Hamilton, Ont.
Delores Adams, B.A.
Tecumseh, Ont.
 
Hubert Arnowitz, B.Sc.
Windsor, Ont.
Brone Badikoars, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
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Steven Adams, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
AL
Sally Bensette, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
 
Amy Adams, B.A.
McGregor, Ont.
Natalie Bilous, B.A.
Toronto, Ont.
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Mansell Blair, C.Ss.R., S.T.B.
Delburn, Alberta
Louis Bonironf, B.Sc.
Windsor, Om.  
 
James Bissonneﬁe, B.A.
Toronto, Ont.
William C. Borfos, B.A.
Fon William, Om.
 
Mary Bodaly, B.A.
Windsor, Onr.
  
 
  
\‘V/
      
 
   Mary Ann Brady, B.A.
Sfrathroy, Ont.A,
Ann Booih, B.A.
MacKenzie Island, Ont.
Joseph Brabam, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
 
Charles Brooks, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Wesley Bridgen, B.Sc.
Essex, Onf.
Larry Brennan, B.Sc.
Windsor, Ont.
Michael Body, 8.8:.
Windsor, Ont.
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Peter Burrell, Hon. B.A.
Essex, Ont.
Robert Caicco, B.A.
North Bay, Ont.   
Margaret Butcher, B.A.
Oldcastle, Ont.
John Carswell, Hon. B.Sc.
Windsor, Ont.
 
Shirley Campbell, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Donald Chernets, Hons, B.A.
Hamilton, Ont.
Richard Caverzan, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.  
Richard Chisholm, B.A.
Kingsville, Ont.  
Tamara Cohoon, B.Sc.N.
Windsor, Ont.
William Cleminson, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Robert Christie, B.Comm.
Windsor, Ont.
 
Richard Comstock, B.A.
Rochester, NY.
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Edward Cook, B.A.
Rochester, NY.
Roy Cuip, B.A.
St. Catharines, Ont.
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Frances Corbett, B.Sc.N.
r
Kingsville, Ont.
' vi
Mary Anne Courey, B.A.
Tiibury, Ont.
 
Mary Ann Creede, B.$c.
Windsor, Ont.
Joseph Cote, B.A‘
Windsor, Ont.
James Csordos, B.Sc.
Windsor, Ont.
 
Gertrude Cousineau, ng.
Riverside, Ont.
Gerard Crowe, BA.
London, Ont.
James Cushing, B.A.
Sudbury, Ont.
Gad Czudmer, B.A.
Dafna, israel
 
Paul Daignouit, 8.A. é
Windsor, Ont.
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James Devlin, BA.
Quebec, P.Q.
 
Maurice Dufilho, C.$.B., B.A.
Houston, Texas.
 
Peter D'Angelo, B.Sc.
Garson, Om.
Remo DelCoI, B.A
Windsor, Ont.
 
Fernando DeChellis, B.A.
Sudbury, 0m.
     
James Deneau, B.A.
Windsor, OM.
J‘oAnne DeMarco, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
John Devon, B.A.
Islingfon, Om.
Mary Jane Dineen, ng.
Riverside, Ont.
.;
Osborne Dubs, Hon. B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Cannon Donate, C.Sa.R., BA.
Trenton, Ont.
David Dore, B.A.
Sf. Cofharines, 0m.
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 Paul Dunseath, B.A. Sc.
Windsor, Ont.
Stanley Dusik, B.A.
Windsor, Onr.
 
Gary Dunlap, B.A.Sc.
Windsor, Ont.
Leroy, Eid, B.A.
Windsor, OM.
 
Carmelle Dureaulf, ng.
Wolesley, Sask.
Larry Emmen, B‘A.
Wyandoﬂe, Mich.
 
Frank Duym, B.A.
Glen Meyer, Ont.
 
Gail Emmerson, B.A.
Elliott Lake, Onf. William Everm, B.A. Robert Fabro, B.A. Leo Feenan, C.$s.R.Chafham, Ont. Sudbury, Om. Saskatoon, Sask.
Donald Ferris, B.A.
Cadillac, Que.
79
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 Jack Ferris, B.A.
Sturgeon Falls, Ont.
Kerry Finger, B.A.
Rochester, NY.   
Donald Fever, B.At
Windsor, Ont.
  
Lise Fournier, N59.
1 Ferland, Sask.
 
Bernard Fleming, B.A.
Chapeau, Que.
Ernest Fraser, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Donna Fraser, ng.
Guelph, Ont.
    
Peter Freel, M.A.
Windsor, Ont.        
 
   
 
Patrick Fremeau' Q53” BA. Peter Fuenh, B.A. Robert Galvin, B.A.
\
Willowdale, Ont Woodslee, Ont. Detroit,
Mich.
K.
. 5
3
William Galvin, C.S.8., B.A.
E Detroit, Mich.
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Robert Gardiner,
B.Sc., Hon. Math. 1
Windsor, Om.
I
Edward Garrity, B.A.
Barrie, Ont.  
William Gambriel, B.A.
Windsor, Om.
William Gawley, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
 
John Garinger, B.A.
Windsor, Ont
John Giffen, B.Sc.
Riverside, Ont.
 
Thomas Gawley, B.Comm.
Windsor, Ont.
, ‘
 
Mary Ellen Gazarek, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Brian Gill, B.A.
Windsor, Om.
Lawrence Gilbert
B.Comm. Hon.
Maidstone, Ont.
Cathie Gilbert, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
A‘
 
Glen Girard, B.A.
Riverside, Ont.
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Joyce Grey, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Eunice J. Hatch, B.A.
Amherstburg, Ont.
Jerrold
Windsor
1
I
Detroit, Mich.
Thomas M. Graves, B.A.
Ont.
P. Homes. B.A.
Windsor
Patrick F. Gleeson, B.Sc.
Kingsville, Ont.
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Dorothy A. Green
Ont.
I
Ronald Graham, B.A.
Niagara Falls, Ont
Lynda Hamilton, B.A.
Amherstburg, Ont
ng.
 
St.
Scult Ste. Marie
Robert H. Hancock, B.A
Catharines, Ont
Uta M. Grave, B.A.
I Ont.
 
Windsor, Ont.
Windsor, Ont.
Ian C. Hart, B.A.
Colin M. Gosselin, B.A.
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‘ Diana Hovelock, B.A.
" Windsor, Ont.
I
m I’\“
2
i
George Helleis, B.Sc.
Windsor, Ont.
4 Donna Hays, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Anastasia Hickey, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
 
Peter Healy, C.Ss.R., S.T.B
Strathroy, Ont.
James Hoffman, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
 
Charles Heward, B.A.Sc.
Windsor, Ont.   
 
Allen Hitch, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
  1
Jeanne M. Hogan, B.A. Barry Hooper, B.A. George Hosko, C.S.B., B.A.
Rochester, N.Y. Clifford, Ont. Windsor, Ont.
Catherine Housely, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
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Victor Hueberr, B.A.
Windsor, Om.
2
Patricia A. Hurley, B.A.
Belle River, Om.
Joseph Hueglin. B.A.
Essex, Onl.
  
Hung Bun, l.P., B.$c.
Hong Kong
Rene lodipaolo, B.A.Sc.
Hawthorne, Calif.
   Bruce Saques, B.A.Sc.Windsor, Ont.
 
Anthony Janecka, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
  fimmnlﬁlll'lliiiilmllliiiiilw 
  
 
Edward Johnson, C.S.B., B.Sc.
Parkhill, Ont.
Niles Kaasren, B.A.Sc.
Fort William, Ont
Joseph Jurasek, B.A.
Windsor. Ont.
Frank Jurasek, B.A.
Windsor, Om.
Gerald Keindel, C.Ss.R., B.Th.
Rosetown, Sask.
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xx
 Judith Kelly, BA.
Detroit, Mich.
George Kokich, B.A.
Toronto, Ont.
ﬂy?“-
 
Carol Kennedy, ng.
Amherstburg, Ont.
Marinus Kormit, B.A.Sc.
Holland, Ont.
x \ ~ « 7 V -.“111; j“ _ W.
Elizabeth A. Keith, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Larry Keogh, BA.
Colgan, Ont.
 
Gerald Kerr, B.Sc.
Merrickville, Ont.
Peter Koshulap, B.A.Sc.
Fort William, Ont.
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John Kiss, C.S.B., B.$c.
Calgary, Alta.
   
  
 
  
Oswald Koch, B.Comm.
Windsor, Ont.
2
Joyce Kohlmeier, B.A.
Rochester, NY.
   
 
Joseph Kot, C.Ss.R., S.T.B.
Weybom, Sask.
 
  
Agatha M. Lomuntic, B.A.
Toronto, Om.
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Bernard LoRocque, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.   
 
Robert A. Lane, B.A.Sc. 1
Windsor, Ont.
   
;
Hubert Lee, B.A.Sc.
~
Hong Kong
 
Larry Leduc, B.A.
Detroit, Mich.
  
Jean Lever, ng.
Windsor, Ont.
James R. Leishman, B.A.Sc.
Windsor, Ont.
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John H. Lindsay, B.A.
Otterville, Ont.
Virginia Lorenzon, ng.
John W. Lindsey, B.A.Sc. Ken
Long, B.A.Sc.
Windsor, Ont. Windsor
, Ont. Windsor, Ont.
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Cottom. Ont.
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Don Lytle, BiA.
Sudbury, Oni.
Wayne McCUfcheon, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Chung-Wang Lui, B.A.Sc.
Honk Kong
Marcia McGovern, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Wesley McCauley, B.Sc.
Windsor, Onf.
Kenne’ih McGovern, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Don McKerrow, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.  
(Mrs.) Agnes MacMillan, B,A. Thomas McNulfy, C.Ss.R., B.A. Bill McPhoiI, B.Comm,
Windsor, Ont.Windsor, Onr. Hamilton, Ont.
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Rodger McLennon, B.A.
Essex, Ont.
Meredith McVeigh, B.Sc.N.
Regina, Sosk.
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Joseph Mitdiell, C.Ss.R., S.T.B.
Windsor, Ont.
Rochelle, Morin, ng.
Windsor, Ont.
 
Gino Medina, B.A.Sc.
Sudbury, Ont.
Mary Ann Molinari, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
  
Orvol Momer, Hon. B.Sc.
Windsor, Ont.
Frank Morotta, B.A.
Sudbury, Ont.
  
 
 
Howey Meretsky, B.Sc.
Windsor, Ont.
   
Robert Moore, B.Sc.
Leomington, Ont.
88  
Jack Marquis, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Carol Moran, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
 
Ronald Morentete, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Larry Morin, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
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Richard Mulville, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Paul Murphy, C.Ss.R., B.A.
St, John, NB.
 
Richard Morrison, B.A.
Duluth, Minn.
Robert Neville, Hon. B.Sc.
Cottam, Ont.
Sharon Murphy, ng.
Cobalt, Ont.
June Noel, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
 
Palmer Neal, B.A.
St. Catharines, Ont.
 
Annette Noel, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.   A4
Doreen O'Brien, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Doris Novosel, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Paul O'Grady, Hon. B.A.
Hamilton, Ont.
 
Thomas O'Malley, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
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Angelo Onegi, B.A.
Dakwach, Uganda
Seanne Oulleh‘e, ng.
Dover Centre, Ont.
Wayne O'Reilly, C.S.B., B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
     
   
   
William Paar, B.A.
Kingsville, Ont.
Edward Ozimek, B.Comm.
Windsor, Ont.
David Paron, B.Comm.
Windsor, Ont.
Ronald Pappert, B.A.
Rochester, N.Y.
Joseph Pastovich, B.Comm.
Windsor, Ont.
 
Pierre Payer, C.SsR., B.Theol.
Deep River, Ont.
Richard Pawelek, B.Sc.
Saut Ste. Marie, Ont.
Roger Patillo, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
David Peach, B.Sc.
Windsor, Ont.
9O
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Elaine Phillips, ng.
Windsor, Ont.
Alexander Polimac, B.A.Sc.
Windsor, Ont.  
David Pennington, B.A.
Windsor, On’r.
Donald Pran‘, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
 
A
Roberf Plamondon, C.Ss.R. B‘A,
Quebec City, P.Q.
Michael Prince, B.A.Sc.
Windsor, Ont.  A
Mary Ann Pomajba, B.A.
Chathom, Ont.
Barry Primorac, B.A.
$0qu Ste. Marie, ON.
Clare Quinlan, B.A. Garry Quinlan, B.A. Robin Quinn, B.A.
Niagara Falls, Ont. Peferborough” Ont. Toronto, Ont.
 
Loretta Ramella, ng.
Welland, Onf.
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Carol Ranahan, B.Sc.
Windsor, Ont.
Gary Reaume, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Adrian Renaud, B.A.
Emeryville, Ont.
 
Irvine G. Reilly, B.A.Sc.
Creighton Mine, Ont.
Mary Lou Richards, B.A.
Windsor, Om.
Dominic Renzeni, B.A.Sc.
Toronto, Om.
Ronald Rinaldi, B.Comm.
Canon, Om.
Pamela Roddy, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Margaret Riordan, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Michael J. Ronan, B.A.
Colgan, 0m.
92
  
Joseph Ray, B.A.Sc.
Windsor, Ont.
Joseph Roman, B.A.
Caseville, Mich.
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Leo Ryan, B.A.
Oil Springs, Om.
2
David Sands, B.A.
Arlington, Ont.
 
Byron Rourke, Hon. B.A.
Belle River, Ont.
Bradley Secord, B.Sc.
Kingsville, Ont.
Agata Rzazewski, B.A.
Palmero, Italy.
 
Lois Shanahan, ng.
Toronto, Ont.
  
Gloria Sapena, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
H
Connie Seguin, ng.
Windsor, Ont.  
James Shea, Hon_ B,A, Blake Sherman, BA, Slanomir Skorupinski, B.A.Sc.
Detroit, Mich. Riverside, Om. Ennismore. Ont.
  
Frances Smith, ng.
Soult Ste. Marie, Ont.
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Roberr Thayer, B,Comm.
Windsor, Onr.
 
S’rella Viiuk
Windsor, Ont.
   
  
Judy Stefansky, B.A.
Toronto, Om.
Michael Sullivan, B.Sc,
Nonh Bay, Omi
 
John Sirick, M.A.
Dugald, Man.
Marilyn Talbot, BSQN.
Windsor, Om.   
 
Yaroslav Sywanyk, C.Ss.R., B.A.
New Jersey, U.S.A.
Bing Yiu Tam, B.A.Sc.
Hong Kong
Albert Thibeault, Hon. B.A.
Windsor, Om.   
Robert Viluk, B. Comm.
Windsor, Ont.
William Toﬁen, 85:.
Windsor, Ont. Windsor, Ont.
Audrey Thiben, B.A.
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Francisco Villegas,
Caracas, Venezuel
Pearl Yaworsky, B.Sc.
Windsor, Ont.
B.A.
a
 
Dogan Unsal, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Donna Zaica, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
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Kathryn Vine, B.A.
St. Catharines, Ont.
Robert Walton, B.Sc.
Windsor, Ont.
Frank Whittingham, Hon. B.A.
Toronto, Ont.
Robert Weepers, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
 
Gordon Wilds, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
Lawrence Zilli, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
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Robert Wood, B.A.
Windsor, Ont.
. «Mm.
 
Shirley Zokvich, B.A.
Windsor, Ont,
    
 lidxmA~Mintlir
Thevor Acanne
zaa/Zmen
Linda Belanger
Michael Bell
Donna Beneteau
Sr. M. C. Bernadette
Tony Carnelos
Bernard Caron
Sheila Blair
Par Bondy
Oscar Bourg
Patricia Bolger
Pat Boudreau
Cory Burgos
Mary Anne Busse
Ron Carafice
Reg. Carter, Jr.
David Cell
Sue Chauvin
Mike Cleary
Dave Cooper
Sr. M. J. Daniel
Nella Dean
Anita DeFilippo
Anne Delaney
Linda DeLellis
Jim Diem
Larry Vindischman
Larry Donald
Cathy Donlon
Richard Adam Charles Arengi Dave Balaishis
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Joe Doumoni John Dumoulin Patrick Dunn
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Gordon Duprey Ron Dywelska Sr. M. A. Emilie
ﬁrm/2mm
Tony Farrah
Donna Faulkner
Mike Finn
John Fisher
Anne Gillis
Dennis Goulin
Ray Graveline
Joe Green
Mike Grulicich
Frank Guerrasio
Jim Halpin
Marg Haslam
Bill Hosseft
Bob Heath
Jim Henry
Nelly Hirsch
Veronica Hlodzuk
Jim Hogan
Richard Holl
Carl ldzinski
Don Joblonski
Mike Kane
Jim Kouffman
Eileen Keller
Jim Knittel
E’ddie Korab
Diane Kofz
Jim Laframboise  
 Robert Lauers Donna Lechleiter
gigs/2mm,
George Lung
Vaughn MacPherson
Lee Maguire
Mike Marenteﬁe
Sister M. Michael Murrhew
Dick McCarthy
Bob McGowan
Virginia McHugh
Wayne McLean
Al McNamara
Sam Meleg
Richard Merlo
Cass Modrzeiewski
Janet Moffat
Brion Murray
Mike Murphy
Robert Near
lpalto Okello
Tom Olechowski
Larry Pickard
Frankie Provenzano
John Purcell
Elaine Lechonicz
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Ray Look Kan Joseph Lucas
  
 ll
Lawrence Quinlan Dave Ramdursingh
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Sue Rees Ed Remming
(szA/Zman
Mary Renaud
Dave Rosaﬁ
Girard Samelli
Mary Lou Schrot
Mary Senzel
Bob Shearer
Carol Simpson
Bob Smith
Barbara Speck
John Suhy
5r. M. Rose-Suzanne
Mike Szymanski
Lorne Taylor
Claire Thibault
George Tomko
Larrie Umbdenstock
Gaston Urbani
Bob Vobt
Dick Weataerbe
Sue Weiler
Doug Woodwall
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Ron Blizchuk
Jerry Bielis
Gerry Black
 
     
 
Noel Bhumgora
Terry Biehn
Joe Bevacqua
Bob Beneteou
   
Larry Bell
Sharon Belisle
Leo Belanger
Robert Bauer
Rick Bauman
Jane Begley
Larry Baswick
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Don Belkwill
Ron Barnes
Jim Barry
Judy Baker
Dennis Atkinson
Lloyd Atkinson
Dale Arrens
Alan Aylen
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David Armstrong
Mary Armes
Ono Armin
Bro. Anslem
Fran Arbour
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Michael Abbey Michael Ackermann Harlene Allchin Bill Am
bler John Amyot Bro. Angelo
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Wilfred Blonde Leo Bond Peter Bond Mike Bowman
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Lorne Brandoes
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Bro. Brendan
Nancy Brighfmore
Mike Brode
Marten Brodsky
Richard Brown
Bill Brown
Mel Brunei
William Burkarl
Bill Burke
Frank Burke
Pete Butler
Terry Cakebread
Andre Calladine
John Callahan
Howard Callaghan
Sue Callaghan
Glen Cameron
Lio Cameron
Jim Campbell
Tom Campbell
Louis Carli
Bill Carruthers
Bob Carter
Ray Caverzan
Gerard Cecile
Julie Cerovski
Francis Chan
Sue Chapman  
 r: i 1/1.,
  
Dorothy Chaseley Gary Chick Gerald Chui
Peter Clark William Clark Cathy Comuzzi
(So/zgomozzs
Dennis Consalve
John Cook
Hermine Coopman
Doug Copeman
Mike Coughlin
Bill Courrier
Judy Cowlin
Larry Coyne
Mike Cranstone
Mike Creede
 
Stuart Cruickshank
Pat Culhane
Jack Cunningham
Jack Dalgleish
Linda Danz
Leo Da Silva
Claude David
Elizabelh Day
Harry Decker?
Michael Deery
Bruno DeGregorio
Jerry DeJohn
Terry Delvin
Norm Demers
Deanna Derouin
Lynn Desiarlais
Patricia Desmarais
Liz Deﬁman
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David Devcuy Barb Dewitt Yvonne D'hondt Irene Difelice
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Robert Doyle
ago/150nm15¢
Terry Drew
Jerry Drouillard
Suellen Duchesne
Alfred Dunlop
Ron Dunn
Linda Durocher
Bro. Earl
Philip Eby
Ron Eid
Jim Ellis
Paul Elsey
Walter Enns
Allen Erickson
Bob Erlandson
Max Pierce
Brian Fought
Karl Ferter
Garry Firzgibbon
Phil Fifzpafrick
Lynn Fluelling
Paul Frasca
Wayne Freneﬁe
Bernie Friesmufh
Mike Gaan
Lawrence Gegnier
Gilbert Gagnon
Bro. Gerrard
Jesse Gerrard  
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Ray Gosselin
Ron Grovelle
Wayne Gruber
Carl Grudzien
Mary Grzegocka
Bill Hadley
Pete Holford
Barb Hill
Gerald Hogan
Dale Hood
Dick Hornick
Tom Horsley
Bob Horvath
Bro. Hugh
Susan Hurley
Ron Hussein
Gory Ingalls
Bro. lvan
Gloria Grondin
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Dave Hannoy
Carol Ingalls
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Kathy Hanford
Lorry Heglond
Tom Henderson
Alice Jacklin
Joe Gibbons
omo18:5,
Frank Giblin Marilyn Gibson
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Mary-Jo Gleeson Doug Gordon
 
Ma rfho Gosling
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, Loraine James Ron James Dan Jason Ivan Jelic Bro. Joachim Brian Johnston
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Keith Johnson
Jane Ann Jozsa
Efiim Karapasouski
Don Kasfa
Mike Keenan
Joe Kelly
Rick Kelsch
Bernard Kenney
Jim Kenny
Jim Kesselring
Jim Kolb
Irene Kominar
Bill Kostyniuk
Judy Kowcinak
Bill Krawec
Gina Kricfalusi
Ed Konalski
Claudia Kwasnicki
Wilfred Laioie
Dick Langs
lhor Lapka
Dennis Leach
Margaret Lemon
Kaihy Lepage
Jerry Leroy
Diane Lewis
Emmanuel Likov
Jim Loiacano
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Robert Lysy
Kerry MacDonald
Tim MacKenzie
Carmen McArthur
Lee McCore
Jim McDonald
Jim McCoy
Doug McCready
Mary Ann McDonald
Helen McGlade
Ao/zéomo15¢
Gerald McNeil
Paul MacNeil
Wayne Maiiland
Myrna Malouney
Vincent Mancinelli
Ken Mandzak
Fred Marenfetie
Sr. A. Marie
Pat Maromate
Sr‘ Eva Mary
Mary Beth Martin
Fidre Mafieis
Betty Matthews
Jacqueline Meharry
David Miller
Wilbur Miller
George Mirrovich
Felix Monsegue
Carol Moore
Donny Moran
Pete Moran
John Morand
Ari Morris
Mike Moudrey
Barb Mountford
Jock Moylan
Lucille Muscaiello
Harold Musson
Geraldine Myron
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Pete McLean
Eric McMullen
  
 Irene Namespetra
Leisha Nazarewwich ll
Dorothy Nelson '
Italu Nespolidn
lngebOrg Neubert
Dick Nosotti
Irene Novosad 1i
Isabelle Nunziato
Dick O'Callaghan
Gordon O'Keefe
32:21:33“ gap/20,720,154
 
Gerry Ouelette
Severio Pagiuso
Nick Palenchuk
Margaret Parent
Barry Paul
Dick Pelletier lh 5
Lee Pengald ‘
Robert Penfold 6/15:
Phyllis Peterson
Ed Petryshyn ‘ "E
Richard Phillips
Paul Piraino
John Pollard
Kathy Pollard
Robert Potvin
Janet Pracey
John Preniczky 5
Doug Quick 5
Robert Quick '
Bro. Rene I
 
Danielle Renier
Thomasine Richardson
Mary Rivard
Tom Reat
Ann Roth
 
Harold Roth
Roger Roy
Brian Rudie
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Sharon Russell
Paul Ryan
Naef Saab
Steve Sales
Tom Salmoni  
 
Bob Sanford
Dick Sanford M ‘
Anita Santin ,F
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Frank Sarlo «A»
Gary Schaferll
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Bill Schenden
Tom Scheverman
Tony Schincariol
Fred Schinners
John Sequin
Tom Seymour
Don Skilling
Karen Slate
Dennis Smart
Dave Smith
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Harley Smith
Pat Smith
Jim Soltis
Mel Soucie
Len Speranza
Joan Spinks
‘ ‘ ‘ Leonard Stacey
»; I ; ‘ Ingrid Stahl
‘ Patricia Stamp
Alphonse Stanevicius
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Ken Stanton
Catherine Stark
Harvey Starkman
Gerry Stasso
Roger St. Aubin
Doug Steel
P‘at Stewart
Lyle Strelczyk  
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Fred Taylor
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Dave Struthers
Walt Stubgen
John Susko
Jim Sweeny
Fred Sweet
Lillian Sykora
Pete Syring
Pat Taricone
Mike Tassel
ago/zéomo155
Paul Temelinl
Bro. Terence
Keith Thorarinson
Mary Jane Thorpe
Bro. Timothy
Catherine Toth
Keith Travis
AI Trinca
Brian Trothen
Tony Tu rchyn
Jerryi Uhrin
Jim Vansione
Len Varrasso
Manuel Veias
Brian Vernon
Janet Vezina
Shirley Wambeke
Stewart Weber
Rosemary Weiler
Andy Weis
Bill White
Don Wodkowski
Gunther Wolf
Gary Wortley
Rosalie Wozgar
Wally Wyszinski
Ted Zuber
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George Alexander
guniou
Phil Arber
Sandra Archambecult
Jean Armour
Winston Armstrong
Bro. Arnold
Bob Atkinson
Bro. Augustine
Lutz Bacher
Ed Baius
Joe Barrows
Matthew Baumgartner
Beverly Baxter
Harold Beck
Wayne Beger
Doug Bell
Aurele Bene’reau
Irma Bernard
Mauro Berretta
Ray Bettridge
Ken Bezaire
Laura Blute
Bruce Biorkquisr
Jerry Bol
Dale Bondy
Gerry Bondy
Glen Breen
Margie Brown
Sharon Brownling
Paul Allen Bob Anderson
MO
Bro. Andre Bob Anneff
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Angy Antonluk
    
   
 
  
  
  
Dennis Burling
 
  
  
Robert Burn
guniou
Ronal Burns
Doug Butcher
Belh Coda
Glenn Campbell
Barry Cameron
Ron Carducci
Cosmo Carlone
Jerome Caron
Dave Caner
Ivor Chandler
Tom Choreﬁe
Dennis Chopriany
Joe Cleary
Mike Closs
Trev Collier
Joanne Comuzzi
Robert Cooper
Tim Cosfigan
Josephine Coughlln
Tim Craig
George Crawford
Milan Crepp
Elaine Critchlow
Garnet Crotgau
Glen Crouchman
Waller Culina
Glen Dale
Colin D'Arcy
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Frank Feeley
Rick Finley
     
Marg Fa rnham
Paul Fazio
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Joseph Elias
Ken Evans
Joe Evans
Carmen Eaton
Rory Egan
 
Thomas Dunn
Barry Dydyk
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John Dunn
Eleanor Duda
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Jim Drummond
  
Louis Drouillard
An Drogitch
 
Jim Douglas
Helen Donohue
  
 
Michael Dienesch
Bruce Dinrich
Gerry Dolan
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Sue Deziel
Howard Dennison
Diane DeRollerW
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Bowes Dempsey
Elaine Dennis
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James Dean
 
Betty Deane Roy Delcol Phillip DellaVaIIe George Delrue Robert Demers
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I Stan Fraser John Friesen Donald Fuerfh Margaret Galbraith Larry Gardiner Bob Garen
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1 Carol Garrett éf/IJ
C Ralph Gaul?
Terry Gazarek
‘ Anne-Marie Gignac 3 1'7
l Drew Gillies 1‘
i
31 r .f
J‘ack Gimpel , ;
Mike Girardin "
Larry Girouy ’ ,’
‘ Ken Gleeson
Ron Glinski
1.
it’
Mike Glosler
Gerald Glovasky
i Hugh Green F
Paul Habib "
Michael Hackshaw
Jay Haddew
Jim Hales
, Ron Halmos ii:
Bob Hanson "f
Leslie Harangi
Frank Harnader
Carol Harrison
 
Vern Harwood
Ron Haskln i
Lyndon Hastings v ’
Vic Hawkeswood ‘ j; 1,],
, Gloria Hewus
4/
*l :9" Sandra Hicks - ,2,
r“ (7,
7  
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Bob Hilbers
guniou
Paul Hrvinok
John Hoben
John Hurley
Bob lssell
Dolores Jackson
Carole Jenson
Harvey Johnson
John Kennedy
Paul Kennedy
Ludwig Khoubesserian
Ron Kirvon
Peter Knowlfon
Cliff Kocot
John Kominor
Bob Kostyniuk
Emil Kotelis
Doris Kreutzer
Margie Krisfolusi
Dori! Kriss
Helge Kunau
Nick Kupnicki
Raymond Kwok
Janet Lodouceur
Bob Lomooreuy
John Long
Bob Lonzo
Lynn Larke
Dennis Louzon
Ted Hodgkinson Lou Holly
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William Home Leigh Hornick Bob Houston
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Charles LeFane Francis LeMire Larry Liebrock Melanie Lind Joe Loebach Claire Longwonh
gunéou
Bro. Lucien
Richard Lumb
Barb Macedonski
Jim Mahon
Charles Mailloux
   
  
Larry Maisonville
Jim Mallory
Mike Mandich
Vern Mandolesi
Vincent Marchildon
John Marcinko
Randy Marcoﬂe
Mike Marentette
Paul Marenteﬁe
Pat Marion
Mary Angela Marr
Art Marsh
Allan Massey
Maurice Matassa
Terry Mayville
Phil Mazza
Greg McCullough
Melanie McDougall
Leo McElhone
Daniel McGillis
  Ed McLean
Mary McLeod
Jim McManus
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Sharon Parker
Carl Oullette
Steve Nuspl
Peter Nuspl
Maureen Norwiod
Brian Nolan
John Noel
Pete Murphy
Mike Mulkem
David Mui
lwan Mordowanel
Paul Mitchell
John Mitchell
Heather Milne
Karen Miller
Garner Mennell
Gernet Meloche
Mel Melconian
Joanne Meagher
Rick McNair
Sheila McMillan
 
Sinio Pettovel
Joseph Peroutka
Gary Pennington
Doug Pearson
Torn Parkins
Mr. Vandall begins his geography
  
Gordon Sanderson
Don Ruscio
Anna Roy
Jerry Robinson
Dexter Robinson
class in the new Essex Building
  
 
Ken Rising
Orlondo Renzo
Earl Rembish
John Riemer
Ron Regehr
Franklin Reaume
Bob Rayzak
Richard Rau
Bob Ranahan
Jerry Raiki
Leo Quinn
Steve Quinlan
Espedito Quablia
J‘ane Ptaszek
J‘ohn Pretli
Mike Pfaff
Brian Poulter
Marie Pitiick
J'ohn Piron
Valerie Pinke
Steve Pidskalny
Vern Pich
  
Anne Marie Thibault
Ben Tohir
Bob Torten
Dick Szeman Trevor Wright
Herb Summers John Tron
Jim Streeier John Unitch
Mike Stoyka
  
gunéou gunk?”
 
Co-operarion leads to easier I success in the physics lab.
Jim Sfewarf
Bernie Vieau
 
Guy Violehe
Rober‘r Stelmack John Volpe
Waller Srokosz Felix Wai
, E i Saganfizi Ed Wakulich
i I an anic
5% v
Carolvne Wailing
l Michael Smith Paul Wei
g 1 Andrew Small Bob Wilds
George Slaney Jack Wiley
§ i Ron Simpson ‘ Carolyn Wilkinson
.5? 3| Ruth Silcox ‘-
g k l I
Gail Williams,
Ray Shaw Paul Williams
> Barb Shapespeare Doug Winch
Dave Serry Jim Wood
Walter Senchuk Sandy Woolford
Sheldon Schwa riz
Julian Yan
John Yanchula
George Yaworsky
John Zarecky
John Zimmerman
Elmer Schurter
Dick Schiner
Jerry Scherer
Brad Saunders
John Sanko
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“We did not come to school to find a hus-
band!" The way the girls are working so intently
at their home economics class, there surely must
be some incentive for them. At any rate, Sister
Romano will see to it that they learn their les-
sons well.
.
Baufian
Scéofastécs
lst. Row —— Don Vernelli, Secondiano
Zamparo, Pat Kelly, Pot Malone, Tom
Bolis, Bill Allgeyer, Tom Casselton, Bob
Seguin, Charles Delaney.
2nd. Row — Mike Burns, Maurice Dulfilho
John Kiss, Murray Wilbur, Ed Miller, Bob
Johnson, Gerry Drouillard, George Hosko,
Earl MacDonald.
3rd. Row —— Carl Madigan, Bill Britton,
Ted Johnson, Dave Armstrong, Tom Pratt.
 
9151‘205 €1,045,
Oh those French verbs! Sister
Pauline has her students go
through the schema every class
until they dream about them.
Finally, they can actually speak
French. lt's all worth it in the
long run.
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cgsclem/ltoziit gagoljaiﬁca
'lst. —— Bill Comerford, Rev. V. Crean (Prefect), Leo Feehan.
2nd. — Pierre Payer, Bob McDonald, Bill Fitzgerald, Joe
Cramford, Morton Mates, Mike Murray, John Golden.
3rd. —— Kevin Burke, Greg Sullivan, Gerry Grover, Mansell
Blair, John Mitchell, Ray Corriveau, Gerry Keindel, Richard St.
John.
Economics Ufa.“
Mr. Gillen explains the complexities of
economics to two determined students.
This is one of the hardest subjects stu-
dents run across in their years at As-
sumption and it requires no small bit of
study as well as excellent instruction. The
latter we have plenty of.
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
lst. —- Carmen Donate, Rev. C. Crean, Frank Hrbolich.
2nd. — Ed Mullaly, Bob Plamondon, Tom Laver, Roch Fortier,
Don Power, Tom Doyle, Joe Michalchysyn, Ron Nadeau, Bill
Williams, Don McDonald, Tom McNulty, Yaroslav Swyanyk.
3rd. — Leonard Norman, Don Lukie, Pat McDonald, Boris Kyba,
Walter Petryshyn.
4th. —-— John Fitzgerald, Dave Cottingham, Paul Murphy, Gerry
McNorgan, Joe Sullivan, Frank Green.
 
ist. — Bro. Brendan, Bro. Rene, Bro. Andre, Bro. Anselm,
Bro. Bruce, Bro. Timothy, Bro. lvan.
2nd. — Bro. Earl, Bro. Augustine, Bros Hugh, Bro. Terance,
Bro. Joachim.
3rd. -— Bro. Gerard, Bro. Douglas, Bro. Arnold, Bro. Lucien,
Bro. Angelo.
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R. u. BillinghurstM. Adelman, J. Abramowich H. A. Apostolopoulos, G. B. Babiy, W. D. Benedict,
M.A. Sc., Ph. D. M.A., Ph. D. B. Civ. Eng., M.$. M. Sc, M.E. B.S.A., Ph. D. M.A. Sc.
Chemical Engineering Mathematics Civil Engineering Mechanical Engineering Biology chem, and Chemical Eng‘ .,  
Mmmﬂ‘m ,.
       
V. B. Cervin Rev. J. F. Callaghan,
- Rev. F. J. Boland, l. H. Brockman, J. M. Brownlie,
l
1 i C.S.B., Ph. D. B.E. B.A,, M.S.A., PhD. C.S.B., M.A.
M.S.. Ph.D.,
5' History Physics Business Administration
PsyChology Economics and Political Science Mathematics   
  
    
E. W. Charmer» v, c. Chrypinski' W. G. Colborne, Rev. C. P. Crowley,
Rev. E. J. Crowley Rev. J. Daley
B.A., Ph.D., phID' M.Sc., C.S.B., Ph.D., C.Ss.R., $,T.L, C.S.B., M.A., $.18.
Chemistry Economics and Political Science Mechanical Engineering English Theology Philosophy
  
    
  
      
J. N. Deck, Rev. J. R. Daugherty, R. J. Doyle, Rev. C. J.
Drouillard, D. D. Duquette, Rev. D. L. Egan,
Ph.D., C.S.B., B.A., M.S., M.A., M.S., Ph.D., C.S.B., Ph.D., B.A., M.S., C.Ss.R., $.T.
L..
Philosophy Biology Biology Modern Languages Civ
il Engineering Theology and History   ,.
        ' r .. u 5
H. A. Eliopoulos, Z. M. Fallenbuchl, C. Fantazzl, Rev. R. Fem,
H. R. Fletcher, P. F. Flood,
M.$c., Ph.D., M.A., M.A., C.S.B., Ph.D., M.A.Sc.,
M.A.,
Mathematics Economics and Classics Psychology
Electrical Philosophy
EngineeringPolitical Science
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Rev. R. Flood, J. B. Gertz, W. J. Gillen, Matteo Glinski, A. W. Gnyp, J. M. Graham,
C.$.B., M.S.L.$., 8.5., M.B.A., M.A., Dip|.Mus., Dipl.K.J.H., K.J.N. M.A.ch Ph.D.. Ph.D.,
h English Business Administration Economics and Political Science Music Chemical Engineering Philosophy '
. l ’
j
% ‘ '
' Rev. A. J. Grant, E. E. Habib, w. Hanson, J. P. Ham, R. A. Helling, H. P. Herbich.
C.S.B., M.A., B.Sc., B.Comm., M.B.A., B.A.Sc., o.L.s., M.A., Dipl.|ng.. D.ch
Biology Physics Business Administration Civil Engineering Sociology Civil Engineering
3
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w. J. Holland, F. Holui G. a. Home, Rev. A. R. Howell, J. J. Huschilt, .
B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D., Ph.D. Ph.D., C.S.B., B.Sc., M.A.Sc., M.S., PhD. B-AvSC-I
Chemistry Physics Business Administration Mechanical Engineering Electrical Engineering Electrical Engineering
     
Rev. J. M. Nancy, R, Ingram H. H. G. Jellinek D. P. Kelly, Rev. T. l. Kelly, Rev. T. F. Kingston,
C.S.B., M.A., Instructor in D.|.C., Ph.D. M.A., C.Ss.R., Ph.D., .1
’ ("l-“ﬂ” Dept. of Nursing Chemistry English Theology Philosophy
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L. Krause, C. C. Kuehner, J. T. Laba Rev. G. Macdonald, Rev. A. J. Malone, Mary Manley,
B.Sc., M.A., Ph.D., M.Sc., Ph.D., Dipl. Ing. C.S.B., M.A., C,$,a., Ph.D., Ph.D., {=l
Physics Biology Civil Engineering Classics Psychology EnQ'iSh l ‘V
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Sr. Mary Romana, Rev. L. A. McCann, Lillian McCarthy Rev. J. S. McCormick, H. D. McCurdy, ReV- T. MCGouey,
S.N.J.M., M.S., C.S.B., S.T.D., Ph.D., 9553,, B.A., M.Sc,, PhD” C.S.B., B.A.,
Home Economics Theology Modern Languages History Biology Psychology
       
 
E. McNamara Rev. J. C. Murray T. D. Nainan Most Rev. C. L. Nelligan Rev. W. F. Nigh, Rev. J. C. O‘Donohue '
A.M., C.S,B,, STD” PhD. D.D., C.S.B., M.A., C.S.B., M.A.,
Theology and Philosophy Physics Theology and History Mathematics Modern Languages ‘English  r1
      
Rev. J. P. O'Meara, Rev. J. Owens, G. A. Padley, Rev. E. C. Papperi, Sr. Pauline of Mary REV. R- PGZik.
C,S.B., Ph.D., C.Ss.R., M.A., C.S.B., Ph.D., 5. N. J. M., M.A., C.S.B., MA.
Philosophy English English Modern Languages MOdem LanguogesHistory
S. J. W. Price,
M. L. Perras, Br. R. Philip, W. G. Phillips, H. F. Plante F. M. Roach
B.A., M.S., F.S.C., PhD. Ph.D.. M.A., 8.5:. M.Sc., PhD”
Biology Economics and Political Science English R.N.R.R.C.R., R.L. ChemistryPsychology
         
A. A. Smith,
Rev. M. A. Record, K. H, Ruei, K. G. Rutherford, M. A. sabatino, Miss L. G. Sanders,
C.S.B., MA, ME, M.M.E., B.A., Ph.D., DML, 5.5., M.A., . Ph.D.,
Psychology Physics Chemistry Modem Languages Nursing
Psychology
124
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A. A. Thibault,
    ’4
,1 J. Sullivan. R. J. Thibert, C. Tien, H. J. Tucker, P~ 5- Vanda”.» Ph. 0., D. 635 L. M.S,, Ph.D., M.S., Ph.D., B.Eng.. M.Eng.. BvA-I
English Modern Languages Chemistry Chemical Engineering Mechanical Engineering GeoQWPhY
  
| G. V. Venkatewlu
     
s. Verma, M. Vuckovic, Rev. A. Weller, w. L. White, A Von Minooardon
M.S.E.E. M.Sc., Ph.D., M.A., C.S.B.. B.A., M.A., B.$.
ElmrlmllEngineering Mathematics HistOry M°dem Languages and Geology Economics and Political Science "WW3
 
      
T. 5. Wu, Mrs. B. Zakon, E. Zakon, W. Zayachkowski, M. Zin, Rev. H. Hill
M.S., Ph.D., M.A., Mgr. Dr. iur., M.Aq B.Comm., M.B.A., L.l.T.
Civil Engineering Modern Languag Mathematics Mathematics Business Administration
star“?-
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S. B. Cunningham Rev. 5. Murphy J. Delauro A. E. KOVOCS Rev. A. J. Thomas Rev. L. C. McAulay
MA. 083. B.E.A., M.F.A. Ph.D. C.Ss.R., C.D. C.Ss.R., J.C.D.
Philosophy Christian Draw, Sculpture Economics Faculty Faculty
Culture History of Art Theology Theology
ddmznatmuaa Sta/f
““s           
W. F. Dollar
\
= a
J. SChllle' W. Morgan J. E. Thompson R. J. Schifterll R. A. Nalrn
M.A., A.M.L.S. B.A. B.Sc. M.C., B.A. B.A. Comptroller
Librarian ACCOUNT!” Blgd. and Gr. Super Director of Placement Essex College
Assumption University DeV9l°pmem Ofﬁce
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Growth never ends. We always can learn
more. Here at Assumption, students have been
able to receive an essential education in life, not
wholly complete, yet so valuable in every stage
and phase of its process.
Those who are graduated have begun to know
the lesson of life as taught in a Christian Univers-
ity — their growth continues in the world. There
they will be ambassadors of all that they have
absorbed into their characters. They will stand
out as leaders in the community, a tribute to the
standards and principles of Assumption Univers-
ity.
"t 26  
 Craftsmanship Speed Economy
The Eastern Concept
We recognize that owners, architects and engineers want early occupancy and quality construction at
lowest cost. For this reason we employ top-notch engineers, superintendents, and tradesmen . . . with
a long background of experience . . . and with the ability to measure quality and to expedite. We
operate a large fleet of equipment to cut costs and to ensure early delivery. It is this concept that
is responsible for our growing list of new and repeat clients. Before you build, be sure to investigate
our record. Write Eastern Construction Company Limited, Box 96, Walkerville, or Box 504, Station F,
Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada.
2,; EASTERN CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY LIMITED
WINDSOR ONTARIO
  
  
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE — ESSEX COLLEGE —— HOLY NAMES COLLEGE
CANTERBURY COLLEGE — HOLY REDEEMER COLLEGE
COURSES OFFERED
I962 - I963
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY in Chemistry, Physics, Chemical Engineering.
MASTER OF ARTS in Economics, English, History, Philosophy, Political Science,
Psychology.
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION.
MASTER OF SCIENCE, in Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics.
MASTER OF APPLIED SCIENCE.
BACHELOR OF ARTS (Honours Course) with maior in Economics and Political
Science, English Language and Literature, English and French, English and
Spanish, French and Spanish, English and Philosophy, English and History,
History (Economics option or Philosophy option), Philosophy and Psychology,
Psychology, Philosophy (Science option).
BACHELOR OF ARTS (General Course) with major in Economics, French, Geog-
raphy, History, Home Economics, Latin, Mathematics, Modern Languages,
Philosophy, Political Science, Psychology, Sociology, Spanish, Religious
Knowledge
BACHELOR OF COMMERCE (Honours Business Administration).
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (Honours Course) with maior in Biochemistry, Biol
ogy,
Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and Physics, Mathematics and
Physics.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (General Course) with major in Biology, Chemistry, Math-
ematics, Physics.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING, with major in Nursing Education, Public
Health Nursing, Nursing Service Administration.
BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE (Engineering) — Degrees in Chemical, Civil,
Electrical, Mechanical Engineering, Engineering Science (Engineering Physics).
BACHELOR OF SACRED THEOLOGY.
DIPLOMA COURSES in Management, Nursing Education, Public Health Nursing,
Nursing Service Administration, Certificate in Business Administration.
COURSES in Pre-Dentistry, Pre-Law, Pre-Medicine, Pre-Optometry, Pre-Pharmacy.  
  mesmx -‘ l
  
 ED GOYEAU & SONS CO. LTD.
CL 4-3123 795 Caron
SCHWAB’S MEAT PRODUCTS LTD.
3690 Sandwich St. W. CL 4-6020
Dorwin Shopping Center
IMPORTS AND DELICATESSEN
 
PHONE CL 4-8302 University Center Art Gallery
, Compliments of ADRIENS COFFEE SHOP
w' J' BONDY & SONS The Home of Good Foods
SHOES FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
126 Ouellette CL 4-3391 198 Pitt Street West Phone CL 4-6617 4
Compliments of COMPLIMENTS
OF
ALUMATIC OF CANADA LTD. SPOTLESS CLEANERS
6161 Tecumseh Rd. E. WH 5—1105 7468 University Ave-, W- CL 2-1103
CANADIAN LINEN CO. LTD.
W R t
W' J‘ CO‘ LTD' Coats—Barber Toxi'else—ViDresses—Aprons
_ Table Linen—Office TowelsiBanquet Linen ‘
Branches Across Ontamo and Continuous Towel Cabinets
CL 3-1139
135 Church CL 4-4061 881 ERIE E.
“It Pays to Keep Clean"
BRANCH: CL 4—3141
   
BARBARA WDUD
“Distinctive Furniture Costs No Morew :L I M I T E DI
But Retains Its Attractiveness Longer"
* TELEPHONE ANSWERING svsTEM
BERNHARDT’S LTD' * DIRECT muI. ADVERTISING
FURNITURE & APPLIANCES * SECRETARIAL SERVICES
1645 Wyandotte S. E. Phone CL 4—7568
PHDNE CL 3-6341 5:14 VICTURIA AVENUE
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
CAMPUS RECREATI N
TOP HAT SUPPER CLUB o
2505 Wyondot’re W.
75 University East CL 3-4644 Dial CL 6_3571
COMPLIMENTS ' ,
OF
EAST SIDE PLATING CO.
Sandwich Street East wH 5-6347 GINGER ALE  
  
Lobby of the University Centre
   
BEARCAT HOME APPLIANCES
Television - Refrigerators - Washers - Ranges
680 Wyandotte Street E. Phone CL 3-6353
TOOL & DIE MAKERS ’
Tools Dies Special Machinery
LAW & ANDERSON ;
LIMITED 3
3822 Sandwich St. W. CL 2-2807 \
 
AMBASSADOR COMPANY
YELLOW CAB
1704 UNIVERSITY WEST
Wright’s TEMPLE of SERVICE
505-515 East Hancock, Detroit
Telephone‘TEmple 1-2816 1
1
i
CL 3-3539 CL 3-3539
GLOBE SHEET ME”.- BORDER CITY WIRE & IRON
1432 St. LUKE ROAD LIMITED
w” 5&62' Walker Road
Compliments of . . . COMPUMENTS OF
G I R A R D S
AL and LEO
to
Assumption University of Windsor
866 Erie St. E. CL 6-1895
Hon. Paul and Mrs. Martin.
 
Compliments of
MOTOR CITY SERVICE
‘ 711 Church Street CL 6-8320
COMPLIMENTS OF
SPIC & SPAN
CLEANERS ——- LAUNDERERS
“Our Cleaning is an Art”
SEVEN SMART STORES TO SERVE YOU!
Compliments of
CHICKEN COURT
CL 2-7226
531 Pelissier Street—Next to Y.M.C.A.
Norbury & Lake
ACCOUNTANTS
& AUDITORS
CL 4-8702
241 Drouillard Rd. at
Riverside Dr.
Windsor, Ont.
AT. WALKER
JOS. ZULIANI LTD.
GLASS FOR EVERY PURPOSE
2676 Ec ROW
CL 2-] 155
F. E. DAYUS COMPANY
BONDED ROOFING
2465 Howard CL 4-7571      
  
“Learning is the Highway to Knowledge
The Application of Knowledge Directed by
Reason Leads Toward Wisdom.
The Attainment of Wisdom is the
Final Goal All Education”
To All Who Attenid Assumption University We Wish
Success In Your Chosen Fields
To All Who Direct The Student Body Along The
Paths of Learning We Offer Congratulations
and The Thanks of the Community
THE WINDSOR
UTILITIES COMMISSION
Gordon H. Fuller Malcolm J. Brian
Chairman Vice-Chairman
Roy R. Hidks William Anderson
Commissioner Commissioner
Mayor Michael Patrick
J. E. Teckoe Jr. J. F. Cook
General Manager Secretary-Treasurer    
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Mayor M. Patrick and students from Assumption University of Windsor
MAYOR MICHAEL PATRICK
I am grateful for the opportunity given me to extend the con-
gratulations and best wishes of the people of the city of Windsor
to Assumption University of Windsor.
Windsor and Essex County is indeed fortunate in having
educational facilities of such high standards to meet the ever
increasing demands for higher education for our boys and girls.
As you continue to grow and expand in accordance with
accepted university practice by affiliating with liberal arts col-
leges and by adding new courses, you will continue to merit the
respect and admiration of all our citizens.
ALDERMEN:
Thomas R. Brophey Mrs. Cameron H. Montrose
Oliver M. Sionehouse William C. Riggs
W. John Wheel’ron John Atkinson
Dr. Roy Perry Howard Paillefer
A. H. Weeks R. M. Fuller
132
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L. M. ROSEN
General Insurance — Real Estate
MORRIS BLVD.
CL 2-7279 CL 2—7314
BEATTY WASHER STORE
SALES & SERVICE
Parts for All Makes
671 Wyandotte E. CL 3-3557
Zenith Radio
Corp. of Canada Ltd.
1165 Tecumseh E.
National Fumigating Company
General Pest ContI‘Ol Beach & Park Fogging Weed Control
General Bird Control
DEODORIZING AND SANITATION
711 Riverside Dr. E.
 
Phone CL 2—1149 Windsor
Compliments of COMPLIMENTS OF
NECCHI SEWING MACHINES CONSULTING ENGINEER
_ , , 348 Eastlawn Blvd. WH 5-48l3419 Pehssmr St. CL 4-2571 Riverside, Ont.
. O .
COMPLIMENTS or ROSSIIII Tlle (0. lid.
CERAMIC WALL & FLOOR TILE
Resilient Flooring & Carpets
Best wishes for every success in the future MARBLE WORK
1443 Wyandotte St. WH. 5-2337 Riverside
 
THE UNIVERSITY STORE
EXTENDS
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE GRADS OF ’62
We sincerely hope
that you have shared our pleasure in the
expanded facilities of the University Centre
and we will look forward to your visits in the years ahead
Operated in conjunction with
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY PRESS   
      
It's for a special date, isn't it?
Smith's department store
caters for all needs.
Every customer comes away
satisfied.
Phone CL 3-7461
Daily Deliveries
t0 Assumption
     
Apart from its central location,
students at Assumption find it
convenient-to-shop at Windsor's
largest department store.
5mitin;
I think she’ll like it, don‘t you?
  
  
Super-H This is a little-known highway in Canada,
~~~~~~~ the Canada that tourists have been discovering with increasing delight year by
year. This No. 57 Highway is in Ontario, near the Welland Canal, but the
magic number 57 can be found in other provinces of Canada as well. And not
only on highway signs. For more than half a century, the number 57 has
9 pointed the way to better eating—for visitors and native Canadians alike—
through HEINZ famous 57 varieties of food products.
H. J. HEINZ column or eAuAnA LTD. E   
     
Compliments of
WICKHAM’S MEN’S WEAR
286 Ouellette Ave.
CL 3-4422
MASTER CLEANERS
(two plants to serve you)
1081 Ottawa 1249 Grandmarais
CL 3—6335
WINDSOR'S LOWEST PRICED SERVICES
N0 EXTRA CNARQE FOR A RADIUS OF 125 MILES
Chapel nf mpmnriez
Zﬁunnal 52mm
tharlw EJ. Elliann iﬁimitrh
659 VICTORIA AVENUE CL 3-8555
Compliments of
SCOTT NURSERIES
RE 3-2212
KINGSVILLE
 
i5! . 11:19“:  
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Detroit Inter-National
 
Compliments of
MUNRO BOTTLING CO.
1276 Drouillard WH 5-2418
Coleman Oil Heaters & Appliances - Sales & Service
BERT SMITH’S
MARKET HARDWARE
General Hardware, Paints, Kitchenware
243 Pitt Street East Phone CL 3-7672
McKEE MORRISON ELECTRIC
CO. LTD.
866 Tecumseh Rd. E. CL 6-3138
AFTER HOURS
Alex Morrison—120 Glidden, Riverside-«WH 5-4366
Andrew McKee—2898 Alexandra CL 3-7154
 
RIVERSIDE TAXI
W H 5-3311
208 RIVERDALE, Riverside
STAND 1— Wyandotte E. at Villaire
STAND 2—At Abar’s
STAND 3—Dominion Store, Riverside
COMPLIMENTS OF
HELLER’S MEN’S WEAR
FORMAL RENTALS
T235 OTTAWA ST.
COMPLIMENTS OF
Marentette’s Book Store
Phone CL 3-8992 129 Ouellette, Windsor White’s Laundry & Dry Cleaningof Windsor Ltd.42 Years of Complete Laundry & Cleaning ServicePICK-UP & DELIVERYCash & Carry2 Pin, 8 Hr. & 24 Hr. ServiceCL 4-3213 938 Wyandotte E.  BALI-HI MOTOR HOTELCompletely Air ConditionedBanquet and Conference Rooms Available1280 Ouellette CL 6-4575  
 A. V.$2225;
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CHAS. W. JESSOP
Plumbing—Heating—Sheet Metal Work
639 University W. Phone CL 4-3952
ROY and HUEBERT LTD.
PAINTING CONTRACTORS
Spray Painters
1445 Tecumseh E. CL 6-3151
   
Creative Printing
A Complete Art Department
Full Colour Work Our Specialty
Sumner Printing & Publishing Co. Ltd.
120 Ferry St. CL 4-8678
Luigi’s Congratulates . . .
Assumption University of Windsor
LUIGI’S SPAGHE'ITI HOUSE
 
flan,
. R.R. 1 Huron Line CL 4-6369Bridge Company
H‘ W‘ ORMEROD Capitol Egg & Poultry Co. Ltd.
& COMPANY LIMITED
Insurance Adjustom WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
610 Canada Trust Bldg. Windsor, Ont. 485 Pitt St. CL 4-3251
Howard Evans Service Stations BRYANT PATTERN & MFG. co. LTD.
Randolph and Wyandotte West SALES & SERVICE
Bridge Ave. & Wyandotte St. West For Automatic Heating With
OIL — GAS STOCKER FURNACES
CL 2-8679
449 Shepherd E. CL 2-7275
WALKERVILLE ‘
pLUMBING CO. THE BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA
LIMITED
801 Lincoln Road, at Cataraqui 491 OUELLET‘I’E AVE. I357 OTTAWA ST.
WALKERVILLE’ ONTARIO Mr. Burger, Manager D. M. Bell, Manager
Phone Cl 3-5216 — After Hours Cl. 2-4-4156
, BURNSTYN DEPT. STORE I THE CROSBY PRINTING HOUSE
LADIES READY TO WEAR
Clothes for Children
1506 Wyandotte Street East  3670 Walker at MitchellCLearwater 6-6316    
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«Ill 1- ,
The home of the Forward Look Serving Northwestern Ontario
Continued Success Grads from. ..
LOOK
AHEAD   M. i,“
Lokeheacl Motors
Limited
Imperial 0 Chrysler 0 Plymouth O Dodge 0 Valiant
J. R. Comuzzi
 
WYANDOTTE
SERVICE STATION
TEXACO PRODUCTS
CANADIAN IMPERIAL
BANK OF COMMERCE
OVER I260 BRANCHES TO SERVE YOU M
320 Wyandotte St. East
Hill Cl 6-3983 Ummbenhower Mgrs.
Cor. Dougall and Wyandotte
  
THE STEEL
COMPANY
OF
CANADA.
LIMITED
   
    
for;
“.172 Jiggl/
The need to produce more and more steel for Canada's progress
calls for trained minds in the steel industry. The future will open
many opportunities to graduates in engineering, the arts and
sciences, business administration, commerce and finance.
 
The graduate who finds an outlet for his abilities and energy at .
Stelco will be sure of a satisfying role in the story of a nation's
growth, and of the rewards which accompany personal progress in
a large, expanding organization.
Plants in: Hamilton, Montreal, Toronto, Brantford, Lachine,
Gananoque, Contrecoeur.    
 Sincerest Best Wishes
of
W. J. McCANCE & SON
321 Ouellette Avenue
.2.
E3‘
5
:s.
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§
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Wilfred E. Ball Douglas N. Brombal
BUSINESS OFFICE
CL 3-6151
ESSEX COLLEGE
B& C ENGRAVING COMPANY
Manufacturers of
[deal for Club Parties
Plastic Nameplates and Signs
2 and 3 Dimensional Engraving NO COVER NO DOOR NO MINIMUM
Steel Stamps and Dies
755 Ouellette - Windsor
Molds, Hops.
868 WALKER Rd. CL. 64795 Phone CL 4-3392
Free Parking
DRINK MORE FRESH MILK
COMPLIMENTS OF
FOR HEALTH
ESSEX PACKERS LTD.
Milk Educational Council
 
875 Mercer Street Cl. 6-18] 'I
of Windsor
 
3m: 70644“ {um
fort ﬁnhmn
CLOTHIER TO GENTLEMEN
 
Telephone CL 6-0808
316 Pelissier Street Windsor, Ontario    
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The Ambassador and Lance editors receiving their plane tickets
for the annual newspaper and yearbook conference in Miami
Florida.
 
Phone 253-7903 945-2238
235 Wyandoﬁe St. E. 228 St. Paul St.
WINDSOR ,ONT. RIVERSIDE, ONT.
RAY’S PRINTING
Ray Suominon
BORDER CITY WIRE & IRON
LIMITED
961 Walker Road CL 6-3411
BAUM & BRODY LIMITED
FURNITURE—RIiGS—LINOLEUMS
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
156 Chatham St. W. CL 3-3547
Buy With Confidence 0n Easy Terms
Ace Vacuum
and Sewmg Machine Co.
Wholesale and Retail
Domestic and Industrial
LOCAL SERVICE FOR ALL MAKES
31 Wyandotte E. at Ouellette CL 2-7452
MERCHANTS PAPER C0.
(WINDSOR) LTD.
975 Crawford
CL 3-6339
Reynolds Picture Framings
and Art Gallery
Art Exhibits Monthly
Art Lessons, Ari Supplies, Picture Framing
1532 Wyandone St. East CL 4-4115
 
For Better
Service . . .
 
EVERYDAY
CALL
STERLING
   
CL 2-7241
For MASONRY UNITS
READY—MIX CONCRETE
and all your
BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES
STERLING BUILDING MATERIALS
LIMITED
Compliments t0
Assumption University of
Windsor
from
S. W. A.
 
COMPLIMENTS OF
LIVINGSTON
W’OOD MANUFACTURING LTD.
TILLSONBURG, ONT.
HEAD OFFICE BRANCH PLANT
TILLSONBURG GRAVENHURST   
    
 
.j " '-"‘13" “‘3’” WW"? "
Mr. Douglas Steward, of the buildings and grounds department.
B"Ia». ~g.W-'
 
CANADIAN
BRIDGE WORKS
WALKERVi LLE, ONTARIO
Over 60 Years of Service to Canada
SHUSTS’
POULTRY FARMS
Growers of that special meat type
Chicken and Turkey.
The Super—eating Chicken and Turkey of
all time.
Farm fresh 52 weeks of the year.
Amherstburg, Ont. CL 4—8497
Compliments of
CHILDREN’S CENTRE
VVINDSOR’S CHILD GOODS CENTRE
___¥r—
Compliments of
Union Gas Company
Of Canada Ltd.
BMW& S0 I
(OISTRUCTION CO.
EXCAVATING SIDEWALKS
DRAINS & SEWERS WATER MAINS
DRIVEWAYS BASEMENTS
Free Eotimates
922 Langlois CL 2-4244
For Your Viewing Pleasure . . .
CKLW-TV
ON CHANNEL9
And for Your Listening Pleasure . . .
C K LW AM and F M
800 on Your Radio Dial 
Compliments of
imnnnn‘s
BREAD LIMITED
  
BREAD — SWEET GOODS — CAKES
London — Chatham -—— Amherstburg
ONTARIO   
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Congratulations . . .
BRAVO CEMENT CONTRACTING
FLOORING
Metalic Mastic and Coloured
2202 Woodlawn CL 4-0811
Compliments of
Gitlin’s Ltd. Furniture
576 Ouellette CL 4-1151
Compliments of
Sanitary Maintenance Co.
CL 3-6321 288 Pitt St. E.
Mark Construction Limited
The “Mark” of Distinction
GENERAL CONTRACTORS SPECIALIZING IN
0 CHURCHES O FACTORIES
O MOTELS o APARTMENTS
Formerly Atlas Construction Co.
3615 Walker Rd. YO 9-2190
 
WINDSOR - DETROIT
The Only International 5
Tunnel In‘ 1
Directly Connecting Downtown Windsor w“
 
CLARKE TRAVEL SERVICE
76 UNIVERSITY AVE. W. CL 4-4347
LAWTON INSURANCE AGENCY
Canada Bldg. CL 3-4657
Compliments of
LYLE-WAY SERVICE
ESSO SERVICE STATION
Whitley Office Equipment 1
Everest Typewriters
Diehl Calculators
Stenocord Dictating Machines
Phone CL 4-4722 Patricia at Wyandotte RENTALS SERVICE
1731 WYANDOTTE 51. E. CL 3.5231
163 PITT STREET EAST CL 4-1992
J. P. THOMSON
EXCELSIOR MONUMENT C0.
. . +r GRANITE
Assoc1ates —— Architects * MARBLE
* BRONZE
Windsor Packer’s Company Ltd.
REGAL BRAND
PHONE CI 4-758]
Tecumseh Road at Wellington Street
WINDSOR, ONTARIO  BANWELL’S BETTER BAGGAGESELLING QUALITY LUGGAGE AND LEATHERGOODS FOR OVER 50 YEARS494 PELLISSIEROwned and Operated by Alumni CL 4—2982Cliff A. Blonde, Clayt S. Blonde Windsor, Ont.   
  “1' '> "
 
AUTO TUNNEL
1 Sub-Aqueous Vehicular
» The World
r With Downtown Detroit
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954 University Ave., N.
COMPLIMENTS OF
WHITE Plumbing and Heating Co. Ltd.
Hot Water Heating — Steam Heating
Plumbing — Industrial Piping
Phone CL 3-7512
JOHN WEBB
CLASS RINGS#SILER TROPHY CUPS
Diamonds—Watches—Jewellery
Imported English Silverware and China
J. E. MURPHY
Sheet Metal Co. Ltd.
EST. 1921.
Industrial Sheet Metal Work
595 TECUMSEH EAST
CL 3-3203
After Hours Mgr’s Res, WHitehall 8-0432
(J. E MURPHY JR.)
BULMER BUSINESS COLLEGE
w. F. MAHONEY, B.A., PRINCIPAL
Free Employment Bureau For Graduates
Imperial Bank Building
44 University W. CL 3-8202
Delivered and Pickup
RENT-ALL COMPANY
CL 4-7300 After Hours Call Y0 9.3320
Fabricated
STEEL PRODUCTS (WINDSOR) LTD.
0 SHEET METAL PRODUCTS
0 STAMPINGS
0 MATERIALS HANDLING
1537 Mercer CL 3-4691
Your Money Saving Buy-Way on No. 3 Highway
at Howard
Complete Line of
HOME FURNISHINGS and APPLIANCES
Open Daily till 9 pm. for your convenience
It Pays To Shop at
HIGHWAY FURNITURE
ma PARKING .I. BERECZ (Prop)
Scofan Contractors Limited
Finer Commercial
and Industrial Buildings
3871 Dougall YO 9-2560
Best Wishes from
B A R T LE T ’ S
BARTLET MACDONALD & GOW LTD.
Windsor’s Dependable Department Store
Ouellette Avenue Phone CL 4-2551
FOR BETTER LIVING
Buy Your Furniture at
TEPPERMAN’S
1214 Ottawa St. WINDSOR, ONT. PHONE CL 6—1737 “e%’ 133/ﬂllyélme (ital/004”wmnow A.1 CLEANERSINDUSTRIAL - COMMERCIAL - RESIDENTIAL504 VICTORIA AVENUE   
‘l w ~ -:-:‘?'>r~J-;,:«.v» -»
/ x 1 >11 In; 11/ /L r: W“. —. wwvax    
 Compliments of
HUSSEY
Plumbing, Heating and Ventilating
Limited
2| I7 FOREST AVE. at TEC RD.
PHONE CI. 6-4569
J. M. Hussey, President
  
A. LOMBARDO AND SON
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
0 Industrial
0 Commercial
0 Residential Construction
1238 Hanna Eds! CL 2-4484
  
 
GROWING IN STATURE . . . . .
The steady growth in the educational facilities of Assumption University,
over the years, and its growing stature in the field of Canadian education
are sources of pride for the people of this community.
We at Chrysler of Canada are proud to be a part of Windsor developm
ent
as a cultural and diversified manufacturing centre . . . for what Windsor
builds. whether it be educational and cultural facilities or quality products,
builds Windsor.
CHRYSLER CORPORATION OF CANADA, LIMITED
PLYMOUTH DODGE
DODGE TRUCKS
VALIANT CHRYSLER
FARGO TRUCKS   
 Compliments Of
Town Of Amhersburg
E. T. LAFRAMBOISE, Mayor
Compliments of
LEN GENSENS
 
Disiribuior
COUNCILLORS
HAROLD JONES GEORGE D. MCCURDY NUTRI-BIO PRODUCTS
Reeve Deputy Reeve
E. M. WARREN JAMES CAKE 208 Buckingham
H. M. SMITH H. E. HAMILTON
J. P. PURDIE s. McMANEMY WH 5-4680 W” 5'14‘3
R Y A N Compliments Of
BUILDERS SUPPLIES, LTD.
210 DETROIT STREET
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
CANADA BREAD
Company Ltd.
WALKER ROAD
WINDSOR — ONTARIO
The Original
VETERAN CAB OF WINDSOR LTD.
24 HOUR SERVICE
Equipped with 2-Way Radio
Michigan Licenses
308 Wyandotte E. CL 6-2621
Compliments to
Assumption University of Windsor
from
RENDEZVOUS TAVERN
 We specialize in . . .Formal Attire for All OccasionsSUITS and DRESSESDUDDY’S CUSTOM SALON472 Pelissier Street Phone CL 3-1327  
CROSS SUPPLIES & PAVING
LIMITED
CL 4-1166
1272 WINDSOR
    
i  
 
 
   
PHONES CL. 4-1108—CL. 4-1109
270 ERIE ST. EAST AT MCDOUGALL
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
HAWKESWOOD GARAGE
LIMITED
COMPLETE COLLISION
SERVICE
COMPLIMENTS OF
Woodall Construction Ltd.
WINDSOR — ONTARIO
 
COMPLIMENTS OF
Maedel’s Beverages Limited
Authorized Battlers
of
PEPSI-COLA PURE SPRING
Phone RE 7-6162
COMPLIMENTS OF
HOTEL DIEU
of
ST. JOSEPH SCHOOL OF NURSING
FIRST SCHOOL OF NURSING IN WINDSOR
Colautti Bros. Limited
CONTRACTORS
Marble, Tile and Tekkazzo
Ceramic, Resilient Floors
“’3’.
PLUMBING O HEATING
VENTILATING O REFRIGERATION
 
Mechanical Engineers
Phone CL 3-3636
Jeff Kearn Limited 
Windsor Plumbing and Heating
Limited
705 Glengarry CL 6-5401
PLUMBING and HEATING CONTRACTORS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
  
 #5?
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COMPLIMENTS OF - :5 ,
Nothing Equals the Glamour
Of A FINE LAZARE FUR
Over the years Lazare’s has been known as L. ‘
specialist in Fine Furs offering only outstand- {4.x} ,
mg quality, authentic stylinngurs fashioned '1.» ;
by experts, surprisingly moderate in prices.
And, you have the advantage of a very large 3‘?
selection from which to choose. GENERAL CONTRACTORS
LAZARE’S FURS
493 Ouellette Ave., Windsor
W. L. NOBLE, P, PRESIDENT . . . . . . . . . CL. 4-4265
COMPLIMENTS Compl imen’rs of
OF
MOORE ELECTRIC LIMITED
C. A. HOWELL & COMPANY
DETROIT, MICHIGAN 530 Walker Road —— Windsor
   
IT IS OUR SINCERE HOPE THAT THE GRADUATES OF
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY FIND GREAT REWARD AND
PERSONAL SATISFACTION IN YOUR CHOSEN CAREERS
BENDIX-ECLIPSE OF CANADA LTD.
  . _»\ \ m“ mung/1m ﬂl’ ./,.M,zé3g «
  
 
RELAX, REFRESH, FORGET
- . w '
THIS WONDERFUL WORLD OF PAPER BACK BOOKS erwmk ° 0‘“ °"'esE ' dSh T ‘ hrl
IS OPEN TO YOU ”'°y° G°° °w °mg
AT A FAMOUS PLAYERS THEATRE
CAPITOL PALACE
TIVOLI PARK
Canada's Finest Entertainment
Buy Books Of Famous Players Theatre Tickets
A FREE TICKET IN EVERY BOOK
On Sale At Ony Famous Players Theatre
——See Our Selection In The School Book Store—-
Titles Not in Stock Can Be Ordered Throught
The Book Store
WINDSOR NEWS CO. LTD.
DISTRIBUTORS
A Good Name in Windsor for More Than 50 Years
 
  
   
> ’30 ts l
Complunen ! ‘ DR STORES
of
OUELLETTE AVE. at London St. - CL 4-2505
OUELLETTE AVE. at Wyandottte St. - CL 4-2507
WYANDOTTE ST. E. at Hall Ave. - CL 4—1334
I d . 1 F d S . OUELLETTE AVE. at Shepherd St. — CL4—2272
n “Strla 0° ervmes OUELLETTE AVE. at Giles Blvd. — CL 4—1023
WYANDOTTE ST. at Partington — CL 6-2695
OTTAWA ST., 1341 - - - - — - - CL3-8828
“There’s One Near You”
  
THE WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION
offers greetings and best wishes to
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
on its growth and extension
WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION, 1961 - 1962
ELECTED TRUSTEES
Ward I ................................................................................ K. C. Hortop, B.A.
Ward ll ...................................................................... G. Alan Buchanan, B.A.
Ward Ill ............................................................ H. D. Taylor, B.A., M.D., D.SC.
Ward IV .............................................................................. G. M. Grant, Q.C.
Ward V .......................................................................................... D. W. Gray
APPOINTED TRUSTEES
Seporofe Schools Vocational School
M. G. Brick, 0.05. C. G. Sampson
H. J. Lassaline, M.A. J. C. Lawler   
  
more
than an
engineering
specialist
. I n vefore -— aviation
V ngineering in the RCAF offers
g’outstanc‘iing; opportuni‘ the engineer with
 
 
  
 
in thiséimpogtant profession.
Engineering. foicer ’ in the RCAF
ore than a technical specialist;
he must develop abilities
to deal cornpetently
not only with professional problems
and assignments but also with people
’ and human relations.
  
     
 
   
      
 
  
 
 
Graduate engineers are eligible
for commissioning in the RCAF as technical
officers in any of the following
Branches: Aeronautical Engineering;
'V Armament Engineering; Construction Engineering;
; Tole-communications Engineering;
Photographic Engineering;
Mobile Support Equipment Engineering.
for more detailed information concerning
’ engineering positions, pay and
pensions available in the Air Force ask for
the booklet “Engineers in the
   £7BECTOR or PERSONNEL
RCAF HEADQUAR
by writing to!
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Green’s Ideal Drug Store Ltd.
Your IDA Drug Store
Prescriptions Picked-Up
1699 Wyandotte W‘ at Campbell
CL 3-3162
PARE ELECTRIC COMPANY
Power and Light Installations
Industrial—Commercial—Residential
REPAIRS — ALTERATIONS
Satisfaction Assured
912 Tecumseh Road East Phone CL 6-3147
Millinoff J. Paper Stock
1730 Howard Avenue Phone CL 3-3733
Compliments
Murphy Tobacco Ltd.
656 University Street West CL 3-6351
BART EVON FURNITURE
We Have the KROEHLER Line
“Add New Life to Your Home Life”
Headquarters for Newlyweds & To-Be-Weds
No. 18 Highway, LaSalle
RE 4-7851
Compliments of
THIBODEAU EXPRESS
1845 Walker Road, Windsor CL 3-6275
Compliments from
Vix Products Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF SOAPS, DETERGENTS,
WAXES AND POLISHES
"ANITATION FOR HEALTH
1057 Felix Avenue
Compliments of
Strong Meat Market
3010 Tecumseh East WH 5-6911
COMPLIMENTS
TO
ASSUMPTION UNlVERSITY of WINDSOR
from
 
Dominion :Forge Ltd.
2480 Seminole. Windsor Ct 4-7545 
DOWNTOWN
CHEVROLET-OLDSMOBILE LTD.
GENUINE GENERAL MOTORS PARTS
Service 24 Hours
“You’ll Like Our Service”
731 Goyeau St., Windsor CL 3-3541
  
GET THAT
REFRESHING
NEW FEELING
TRADE MARK REG
Ask for "Coke" or “Coca-Cola"7both trade-marks mean the product of
Coca-Cola Ltd—the world's besi‘loved sparkling dnnk.  
  ” " :53“?! 7 T 5’23“ ’"Q-it’r'rzfrfr - w , Jmﬁs-t‘ktﬁna’yzwﬂykﬁeéfl -
 
"Consider The Time Spent Shopping and Preparing
. Your Daily Meals" — And You Will Agree
Complnnents To The Advantages of the Preparation, Quality,
Convenience and Savings Realized Through The Use
of Frozen Foods Available in Your Own Home Freezer
of Phone 945-6364 And Have Us Mail You Our
Latest Price List and Order Form
We Guarantee Our "Food 'N' Freezer"
  
WINDSOR AUTOMOBILE
Bonded Freezer Food Service
2890 Tecumseh Blvd. East Phone 945-6364
A Division Of
MARSH FROZEN FOODS LIMITED
DEALERS ASSOCIATION
Compliments of
Pekar,s
SEGUIN BROS. LTD Restaurantgel
icatessen
PRINTING SERVICE
French and English Publications
 
Riverside Grill
 
RESTAURANT
922 Brant “1615:2335”
Phone CL 3-4941 754 Oulette
Best Wishes to BRANCHEAU HARDWARE
Canada’s Future Greats
o
WINDSOR PRINT & LITHO 25821 Van Born Detroit, Mich.
COMPLIMENTS OF
Office Phones Residence Phones
CL 6-4953 WH 5-4527
CL 6-4954 WH 5-8261 Woollatt Construction Ltd.
Windsor Body and Fender Ltd.
COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE
1850 l‘l"‘l""3"5l"Y AVe- w- ( Sewers — Roads — Watermains — Asphalt Paving
Harold L. Bernachi Frank M. Bernachi
1780 Wyandotte St. 1216 Riverside Drive
Riverside, Ont. Riverside, Ont. Mr‘ Bertrand 299 Grandmalre Rd‘
WH 5-6366 Box 37 Walkerville    
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COURTNEY MOTEL
RR. No. 1, Huron Line, (No. 3 Highway)
.
Hot water, inner spring mattresses
1 l
Carpeting from wall to wall
CL 6-3405 1 9
For Information Call CL 2-3791
H. w.
Gayea Street i
L I B B Y Manufacturing Co. Ltd. SCOTCH WOOL SHOP
Roll Away Beds and Sun Tan Cots
Ribbon & Cable Bed Springs
WHOLESALE ONLY 480 Pelissier St. phone
CL 3-7142
Highway 2 at Banwell
Phone SE 5—9421
IT IS EASIER TO PAY OUR WAY!
To Protect Your Life Drive Carefully
PEOPLES
To Protect Your Health
Use
FILTER QUEEN
a healthier way lo live
Credit Jewellers, Limited
  
' , 302 OUELLETTE AVE.
CL 4-7533 - I
,
3 i
l ‘ ’ “ ' V.
1372 Wyandotte St. E. CL 2-0921
OSCAR’S MARKET
.
3' Devine Brothers Equipment
Groceries - Meats
Complimmts. of Regal PalnDt 18:
waypaper Co'
A v
/ ‘
is ri utors o
__
Fruits and Vegetables
_ I
, _ I V
Sales and Rentals QUALITY SERVICE
PROPRIETOR ALSPAR F'N'SHES
I i
* 1
VA P '
144 Aylmer Ave. Phone CL 2-7614
Phone CL 3_5669
To the Class of “60" SUper
LS AR VGm'Shes 8‘ Enamels
i
1304 Wyandotte East (Cor. Hall)
Ottawa Street at Moy
CL 63145
90 Erie Street West
- COMPLIMENTS OF -
  
ii Compliments of
’ WONDER BAKERIES LIMITED
r CANADIAN MECHANICAL HANDLING ARPIN FUR CO.
Bakers of Wonder Bread, Cakes, Sweet Goo
ds & Pies
‘
Decorated Cakes for Every Occasion
A'
LTD.
Ph CL 46107
484 Pelissier St. CL 3-5612
; 337 Salter Avenue one
195 OTTAWA ST. CL 4-4800 '
CL 6-1828
é:
‘
5 Triangle Contracting Co. Ltd.
L AIN
Steel Erectors - Building Contractors
O’HALLORAN ELECTRIC i
A J F
P
3:131:18“; INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL LIGHTING t
Known for Fine Furs & DECORATING LTD'
i ,
I ' I SPECIALIZE IN FLUO
f RESTYLING CLEANING I B
RUSH & INDUSTRIAL SPRAY ‘ ’
CRANE RENTALS RESCENT LIGHTING » EXCLUSIVE BUT
NOT EXPENSIVE Painting Contractors
All Types of Welding
. GUARANTEED “C
OLD STORAGE"
1711 Moy CL 4_6001 CL 2-8095 24 Hours SerVI
Ce ON THE PREMISES 72
5 WYANDO'I'I‘E EAST H
' 762 Ouellette CL 3-2111 CL 3-1715 and CL 2-3321
H A N D E E Reproductions by
CL 4-8662 1
" PLASTIC MATERIALS
Compliments and Best Wishes
5
1 _
BYRON BLUEPRINTING SERVICE LTD. 1
. Phi-"1511331 * Photosto’rs * Blue
-White Prints G. A. Ingram CO' (can
ada) Ltd'
.Aceataﬁed T b.
HOSPITAL, PHYSICIANS AND CREATIVE PR
INTlNG
O — Ll mg
\d
Fabrication of All Kinds
* Winsor & Newton Artist Supplies
‘ LAliﬁiAgSSIZttEUE‘ZLIES
THREE GENERATIONS ‘
543 Rankln CL 3-4094
77 Wyandotte SI. E.
Phone Windsor, Ont.
Wygndoﬂ. St, West CI.
l
ii
F. MachIIAILb1 MAC. J. BRIAN
i
Ire — utomo 1 e
. .
O
:
mate G1ass —- Boiler
lelled V
Compliments of
M31001!“ D- PLUMBING AND HEATING
MODERN CLEANERS
Insurance Agency
PHONE CL Hm i
A"
Bartlet Bldg. CL 3-2422 27s PITT STREET EAST
801 Louis Avenue Phone CL 3-5274     \.i~7~\\\‘\ \ \~ \\\\- l/Ix/x/r 4;». J. 1/ ‘
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x The Donlinion House Hotel
Where Particular People Congregate
Dean Construction Co. Ltd.
DINNERS — BANQUETS a WEDDINGS
St, Clair Beach SE 5-2612 Reservations: CL 4-6221 3140 Sandwich St. W.
REMINGTON DRY CLEANERS Compliments of
Pleasmg You Means Success to Us
PURITY MEAT MARKET
All Work Done on Premises
CITY WIDE SERVICE
REPAIRS, ALTERATIONS, ETC. .
CL 36743 1482 Langlms CL 3-0013
70 SOUTH PACIFIC
Compliments of
TED’S DELIVERY SERVICE
m
~
'
m
m
STEVE PARIS
WH 5-7740
1715 Droumard 53 Pltt East CL 4-3082
City Wide General Cartage 4750 Wyandotte E. WH 5—0415
Compliments of GUS’S BAR_B_Q
PEELES LIMITED DINNERS FOR YOUR FAMILY A SPECIALTY
“Open 21, Hours Daily”
TO THE CLASS OF 1960 For Take Out Orders or Delivery Service
Toney, Baby, General Manager can CL 6_2544
1319 McDougall 2685 HOWARD
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RAYMOND RENAUD AND SON
 
Housemovers -- Contractors
547 Oak St. CL 3-5530
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THOMSON PRODUCE
Compliments ESSEX COUNTY FOOD
of DISTRIBUTORS
A Office: Producers Cold Storage Bldg.
1518 Mercer Street
35 Ellis Street. East CL 3-579]
Windsor — Ontario
PECK INSURANCE AGENCY
COMPLIMENTS OF
LAING’SCongratulations
WINDSOR'S OLDEST DRUG STORE
Established 1898
CL 3-6992 WH 5-3405 ‘35 Ouelleﬁe CL 4-1101
 
TRAINFOR TOMORROW
Serve your way through University.
You can become an officer in the Canadian Army and complete your education
with financial assistance by enrolling in the tri-service.
Regular Officer Training Plan
0 Your tuition and University fees will be paid
0 You will receive an annual grant for books and instruments
0 You will receive a monthly income
0 You will receive allowances for board and room
0 You will receive free medical and dental care and, best of all, you willbe beginning an interesting and adventurous career as an officer in Canada's
modern Army
See your Recruiting Officer or Resident Staff Officer Today    J——ﬂr _ is;
 Compliments
of
Hucker Bros. Ltd.
3873 Walker Rd. 969-3490
COMPLIMENTS OF
John Smeeton Dry Goods
    
Congratulations to the
Grads of 1 962
from
Windsor Hotelmen Association
Prince Edward Hotel
Norton Palmer Hotel
Sincere Good Wishes
Norman L. Spencer, Q.C., M.C.
ESSEX WEST
COMPLIMENTS
OF
Pete’s Radiator Service
684 Dufferin Place CL 2-1177
COMPLIMENTS
OF
Royal Bakery
1051 Drouillard Road CL 3-6431
American Optical Co.
635 Ouellette Avenue CL 3-0923
COMPLIMENTS
OF
Monroe Calculating Machine Co.
31 Hanna 51., w. CL 4-9191
1565 Wyandotte St. East CL 2-2190
Copeland’s Bookstores
COMPLIMENTS —1=1vrs STORES TO SERVE YOU—
OF 485 Pelissier —— CL 2-1157
1292 Lincoln Rd. —— CL 4-8441
Ferrell Drugs 1569 Tecumseh E. —— CL 4-9484
1495 Tecumseh CL 2-4170 2054 Wyandotte w. — CL 4-4635
1314 Wyandotte Rvsd — 948-4361
COMPLIMENTS OF
COMPLIMENTS
OF. I. w. Thrasher, Realtor
Leacock Electric Contractors
2“ oak Avenue CL 3’9975 1596 Oullette CL 6-2335
COMPLIMENTS COMPLIMENTS
0F or
Windsor Coat & Apron Industrial Platers
673 Caron CL 3-1139 2468 Ouellette Avenue CL 2-0091
COMPLIMENTS OF
Staffords Foods Limited
Head Office: Toronto, Ontario
COMPLIMENTS
OF
Neighborhood Hardware
238 Erie Street W. CL 2-1754
COMPLIMENTS
OF
E. J. Cutler Service Station
1410 Huron Line CL 6-1655
Baillie’s Music Centre
RECORDS—PHONOS—MUSIC
Jim Baillie Wray Rutledge
320 Pelissier St. Phone CL 2-0369
#9E auf Sivabﬁan.2m
ORIEHTQHUGS
766 OUELLETTE CL 3-6337
  COMPLIMENTS OFWaco Equipment Company2780 Howard Avenue CL 6-1819  COMPLIMENTSorEssex Cabinet MakersManufacturers of the Wood Products280 Eugenie Street CL 2-7224  E. T. Laframboise Motors Ltd.PONTIAC - BUICK - VAUXHALLAMHERSTBURG ONTARIO  Colautti Brothers LimitedTile — Terrazzo —MarbleResilient FloorsWindsor CL 3-6333 0 Chatham EL 4-06702490 McDougal St. Windsor, Ontario   
    
University Centre looks inviting as students take a between
class break.
Food for thought.
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all student needs exce t some much de-
University Center Store —— the source of p
sired "Translations" and other “Aids.”
9/25 runiueuifg gentle
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick McGuire
Mr. and Mrs. Laurier Paré
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Gray
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Baker
Dr. and Mrs. J. D. Scarfone
Dr. and Mrs. L. G. Schiller
Dr. and Mrs. D. C. Wikens
Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Lampe
Dr. and Mrs. R. A. Meharry
Dr. and Mrs. R. M. Sanderson
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Augustine
Mr. and Mrs. R. Knowles
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Newton
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Warwick
Dr. and Mrs. . C. McLister
Sir Harry and Mrs. Gignac
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Fast
Dr. and Mrs. R. Hawrish
Alderman and Mrs. Stonehouse
Dr. and Mrs. Norman McCormick
Dr. and Mrs. H. D. Taylor
 
Alderman Maurice Belanger, M.P.P.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Newman, M.P.P.
Hon.Pauland Mrs. Martin, M.P.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Montrose
Alderman and Mrs. Howard C. Pailefer
Miss Helen Carfoot
Dr. and Mrs
Dr. and Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs
. Douglas Bell
Courey
F. J. Furlong
. M. Burnstine
Alderman John and Mrs. Wheelton
Dr. and Mrs. H. J. Breault
Dr. and. Mrs. A. T. Whachna
Dr. T. A. Heonnecke
Mr. and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs
Many thanks to
pages possible.
. Donald Flock
E. R. Coulter
. G. B. Thompson
our sponsors who made these
161
Back to Class.
Art Gallery
   
    
 
    
  
Biology Laboratory
Many thanks to our sponsors who made these
pages possible.
 
Hucker Bros. Ltd.
Mr. G. M. B. Thompson
Windsor Arena Limited
Mr. D. M. Smith
Moore Electric
Mr. C. E. Cunningham
Automatic Canteen
Mr. Sam Cohen
Monarch Office Supplies
Ring rose Press
CORPORATION
Portion of a Mechanical Engineering Laboratory.
  
Teno Leo Men's Wear
Love’s Ladies Wear
Clark Custom Jewellery
Struthers Pointcraft
Halmo Jewellery
Universal Travel Service
Laurance Bernhardt Interiors
TOWN OF RIVERSIDE
The Women's Residence Library.
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A Friendly Visit
Many thanks to our sponsors who made these
pages possible.  
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FAMILY OF FINE PRODUCTS
J
I
Deep-dish steering wheel 0 Safety door locks O Padded-dash 0
Safety glass in every window 0 Safety seat belts 0 Self adjusting
brakes O Double-wrapped aluminized muffler O Shatter-resistant
rear view mirror 0 Shock-absorbent foam padded arm rests O     
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